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3 Black Requests
OK'd By President
BY JOE EDWAKDS

Three of IS requests made
by Eastern's Black Student Union
were granted Monday night by
President Robert R. Martin.
President Martin granted
the requests at a BSU meeting
after the IB proposals haff been
submitted Friday morning by
members of the organisation
who met with him in an impromptu meeting In Us office.
The requests, which the
BSU Friday morning had termed
"demands" until President
Martin objected, which were
granted Included:
An investigation of faculty
prejudice against black students.
That two or more black cheerleaders be added to the squad.
That black officers be added
to the campus security force.
President Martin said that he
has named a five-member faculty committee to study the alleged faculty prejudice and submit its report before the close
of the semester.
On the request for additional
black cheerleaders, the president said that next year's squad
"will have at least two black
cheerleaders If they try out."
On the third request which he
approved, President Martin said
that he has contacted Sid Yeldell, a buck student and Uw
enforcement major^about working for the campus security
force.
For the other 12 requests,
the president acted upon several of them though none was
granted as had been proposed.
He said that a request calling
for all' misdemeanors committed on campus to be handled

by campus agencies rather than
"outside agencies," such as
local courfs/'presents difficulties."
He reaffirmed that city police, sheriffs officers and sUte
police / have arrest power on
campus and that the trend in the
country U for those arrested
to be tried in regular courts
rather than a university agency.He said, however, that Eastern would define as carefully
as possible the offenses which
the University can deal with
.through its own agencies such
as the Student Disciplinary
Board.
On a request stipulating
that five more
black drill
team members be added to the
squad, the president said that
he hopes "there U enough interest by bUck students to
have five more black drill
team members."
He told the estimated 200
students in the LaFuze Room,
Science Building, that be could
not and would not grant another request seeking thorough
coverage of bUck- sponsor ed activities U The Progress and The
Milestone.
He urged the BSU members to
Join the staffs of the publications
to help fulfill the request but
pointed out Oat he has no authority over content of either two.
The president said that a
request calling for the recruitment of more black faculty members would be "very difficult"
to fulfill.
He added that he would like for
5% of Eastern's faculty to be
black and that the University
would strive to keep bUck students
here by giving them
graduate Ssslstantshlps and then
hiring them as faculty members.

On a reUted request seeking
the addition of bUck administrators here, the president said
there now is no administrative
vacancies but that a black student has been chosen to receive
a graduate assistantship and
work through the presidents
office and
will be asked to
remain here as an administrator after earning his masters's
degree.
On another request sttpuUting that the BSU be given finances to recruit bUck students, the president noted that
Eastern to an "open University" with less admission restrictions than some other universities and that "not one black
student to 10 years has been
denied admission" here.
He added that 109 bUck students have been accepted for
admission next fall.
Another proposal seeking a
curriculum which would grant a
Bachelor of Arts Degree in black
studies is being studied, the
president said. "A report will
be forthcoming," he told the
group.
On two reUted requests
calling for more bUck lecturers and more bUck entertainers,
all of which would be approved
by the BSU, President Martin
said that a black student and a .
black faculty member would
be chosen for the University
Center Board which selects
the speakers and entertainers.
He added that he cannot veto
the selections made by the Canter Board because such action
would stall bookings for the campus.
In response to a request
.. for full-time doctors and nur(Continued on Page Five)

News Editor

A list of 29 resolutions for
change in University administration policy was sent to President Robert R. Martin yesterday (Wednesday) after Student
Association President James
Pellegrlnon presented the proposals to the Student Council
Tuesday.
In a letter sent to Dr. Martin along with the list, the

Student Council requested that
the president, be present at the
May 19 Council meeting to answer the resolutions.
The suggestions for change
were composed for presentation
to the Council by members of the
student body at a Monday evening student rally to the ravUe.
Pellegrlnon said to the Council meeting that the vote to send
the list to Dr. Martin was not an
indication of Student Council
agreement with the provisions,

BT JOB EDWAKDS

Jim Pratt, Junior, and his
"Put Students First" Ticket
swept to victory yesterday in
Student Association elections.
Elected with president-elect
Pratt were Dee Norris, vicepresident; KathyWozny, secretory, and Tom Crispin, treasurer.
In a special referendum on
the ballot, coeds voted 10-1
in favor of unrestricted curfew
hours.
Approximately 29.1% (2,817)
of the student body (9,661) voted
in the presidential race.
Election totals were Pratt,
1,820; Kip Cameron, 907; Norris, 1,614, Gary Shockley, 1,208;
Miss Wosny, 1,755, and Julia
Williams, 1,064, and Crtopln,
1,771, and Bob Van Arsdall,
1,046.
Pratt, since he U from West
Mansfield, Ohio, U Ineligible
to hold Eastern's non-voting
student regent seat by virtue
of his out-of-state status.
A special election will need
to be held to fill the regent
seat
_ rt a L^flr^^LV *

Pratt, an industrial education major, told The Progress
moments after his election was
announced last night that "I'm
numb and elated. Really I'm
shaking like a leaf. I think,
however, that all the credit in
the world has to go to the people I had working for me. They
did one fantastic Job."
Pratt received 64.6% of the
total vote cast for president.
Of die winning candidates,
Norrls is a senior from Richmond; Miss Womy a Junior from
Louisville, and Crispin a sophomore from Louisville.
Pratt succeeds James V.
Pellegrlnon as Student Association president. Pellegrlnon,
a Junior, announced a month
ago that he would not seek
re-election to the presidency.
The 29% voter turnout yesterday equaled the lowest In three
years. Turnouts for the last
few years were 39% last year,
29% In 1968, and 45% In 1967.

Each of the defeated candidates were members of toe
Progressive Action Coordinating Eastern (PACE) ticket.

Conviction As Sole Reason
For Dismissal Opposed
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Jim Pratt

but rather an "approval of the
right of the students In the ravine to seek answers for these
questions."
As councllmembers discussed the proposals of the list,
it became apparent that many
members strongly disagreed
with some of the resolutions.
Resolution 17, asking for a ban
on all firearms from campus,
was met with considerable oppositions as several councilmembers voiced their opinions
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Pratt Wins
Presidency

Council Sends Student Proposals For Policy Change To Dr. Martin
BY JOHN PERKINS

Ten Pages

that campus security officers
and policemen taking classes at
the University should be allowed
to carry their firearms.
Councilmember Tom Dorr oh,
in expressing his opposition
to toe firearm ban, said that
"peace officers are required to
be in uniform when on duty...a
gun to part of that uniform."
Several other councllmembers said that security police
should be allowed to carry their
guns for toe protection** mem-

bers of the University community.
Association. President Pellegrlnon announced to the Council that President Martin had
Monday ordered campus security officers to.no longer wear
guns during daylight hours, unless the officers were transporting Urge amounts of money for toe University.
Dr. Martin's order apparent(Continued oa Page Five)

BT KAREN MARTIN
Managing Editor
Resolutions passed at yesterday's meeting of toe Eastern
chapter of the American Assoefctten of VaftvereUy Professors included action to the following meaningful areas:
—the,killing and wounding
of the four students at Kent
State University was "deplored" and it was recommended that administrators recognise and act on legitimate
student grievances and permit
peaceful assembly.
—to support the application
of Keith Lucey to re-enroll
at Eastern, and that he be given an opportunity to make up
fail semester courses that are
now Incomplete, due to hU suspension for arrest.
—to commend toe student
body for "its continued temperate, peaceful behavior," and
Its support "In their peace-

ful efforts to improve Eastern
Kentucky University."
—to recommend that Eastern
officially adopt A A UP standards
on times of notification of nonrenewal of contracts, and in reUted action, that a hearing committee in toe Faculty Senate be
established to consider cases
appealing non-reappolntment.
In another matter, a resolution that the AAUP condemn
Governor Louie B. Nunn's behavior in the recent University of Kentucky student demonstration was voted down. Such
action, It was said at toe meeting, could "easily lead to more
deaths of students."
Student AssocUtlon President James V. Pellegrlnon and
several other students were
refused admittance to toe meeting. Alvln McGUsson, president of Eastern's AAUP chapter, said the meeting was for
(Continued on Page Fear)

At EKU, It Was A March, A Vigil, A Meeting
BT JOHN PERKINS
News Editor
Eastern students added their
voice to more than 300 colleges and universities across
the nation this past week In
mourning toe deaths of four
Kent State University students
killed by Ohio National Guardsmen May 4.
A memorial service for toe
four Kent State students, 'attended by about 825 Eastern
students, was last Thursday
night in tne Van Peursem Pavilion. It was followed by more than
an hour of protest marching,
an unscheduled all-night ravine
"sleep - in" and an Informal meeting with President
Robert R. Martin on Friday
morning.
The candlelight service
the beginning of more than 12
hours of demonstrations on
campus—was directed by Rev.
Charles Blakemore of the First
Christian Church of Richmond.
Rev. Blakemore, In his remarks to the students, told his
listeners that "it is not enough
to say 'I didn't know that the
situation was that bad' "...in
reference to the killings at Kent
State and national campus unrest.
"We must work Intelligently
--constantly for a peaceful
world," he said.
Prayer For Peace

During The^March
Eastern's "March for Peace" was led by
Student AssocUtlon President Jim Pellegrlnon. here showing the traditional aymbol
for peace and leading the approximately 1.000

students who marched through the campus
and Richmond last Thursday night.
(Photo by Schley Cox)

to a prayer which he described as being for people of
all beliefs, Rev. Blakemore
asked that toe students pray
for "the governments of the
world that they may be ever
mindful of Justice and of the unity of mankind."
Calling for peaceful actions
by the students,Rev. Blakemore
said, "We must show the people
of Kentucky that the people here

A

at Eastern want peace to counter violence."
A planned march through
campus followed the memorial
service, and was led by Student AssocUtlon
President
James V. Pellegrlnon. As toe
marchers circled campus once,
they were not met by any significant intimidation.
After the march through
Eastern's campus, the demonstrators, who had grown In
numbers to
approximately
1,200, continued their march to
downtown Richmond, where they
were given a Richmond police
escort.
During the entire hour-long
trek, the demonstrators chanted various peace slogans and
sang Beetle John Lennon's antiwar composition, "Give Peace
a Chance."
All Night Vigil

As the marching finally ended, the students drifted back
to the ravine to discuss various campus and national problems.
AssocUtlon President Pellegrlnon suggested to the demonstrators that a list of questions be made to present to
President Martin. Pellegrlnon
said that he would try to contact the University president
so that Dr. Martin might be able
to discuss the problems with the
students.
The demonstrators
who
waited for President Martin
to speak had to wait until 9:15
the next morning.
The President, said Pellegrlnon Uter, had decided not to
speak to the students on Thursday night because he felt that
such a meeting would turn into
a "shouting match."
However, about 129 demonstrators waited all night to
toe ravine for the president to

_

show up. During their nine-hour
wait, the students slept on
blankets In the grass, listened
to music from a portable stereo
set up on the stage of the pavilion, and witnessed an impromptu performance by several
members of the University Ensemble.
Student Speaks
Dean of women Mary IngeU
bad given the girls in the group
permission to remain In the
ravine all night long.
As the demonstrator-campers were preparing for the allnight vigil, a young man who 1dentlfied himself as a student
of Kent State University--where
the National Guard shooting Incident took pUce- -spoke to the
students about the May 4 violence.
"I was there," the student
said, "I saw a girl get the
back of her head blown off."
"A squadron of about 30-40
National Guardsmen kneeled
and fired...into the air, then
Into the ground, and then some
fired right into the crowd. There
was no official order given to
fire," he said.
The KSU student claimed that
the National Guardsmen were to
no danger at all from toe demonstrating Kent students.
Identification Doubted

Several of toe Kent State
Student's listeners from Eastern apparently doubted the authenticity of his statements, and
he was met by a few hecklers
as he spoke.
However, Association President Pellegrlnon said that he
Uter talked to toe supposed
(Costumed oa Page Six)
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A Meaningful Metamorphosis For EKU
that students at other;colleges who demonTo sin by silence when protest is in order
strate for peace instead produce its countermakes cowards of men, Abraham Lincoln
once said.
part.
And Eastern has fewer "cowards" than
And it is so ironic, and mystifying, and
a week ago, to be sure.
tragic, that the residents of the country
x
which has sent men to the moon, cured kilIn the past week, there have been a
peaceful march, an all-night vigil, and reler diseases, and developed computers which
quests for a University statement opposing
defy human challenge, can not in some cases
the war in Southeast Asia.
settle domestic differences tranquilly.
Each of the activities has been in the At Eastern, it has been a week of change.
name of, and characterized by, peace.
Fortunately, Eastern has to date not been
• It has been a week in which students
one of the universities scarring the greatest
leaped from the grasps of indifference into
country in the world with destructive viothe arms of concern.
lence.
Eastern students — and a meaningful
It is so ironic and mystifying, and tragic
number of them — bolted from their shack-

les of apathy into crowds of expression.
That, we are sure*: has been a meaningful metamorphosis.
W*
Indeed, the memory of the four slain
students at Kent State University glistened
while Eastern students marched in memorial to their erstwhile counterparts.
With Kent Stated "benchmark" (comparable) institution Xo Eastern, one could
not help but ask: could Eastern ever revive
the Kent tragedy? ,
We think not. We hppe not. We even
pray not.
As John Donne siid: "Any man's death
diminishes me because I am involved in
mankind."

!
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Recollections Of A Night That Won't Soon Be Forgotten...
BY JOHN PERKINS

If I hadn't been so cold, and if the sky
had not been black, I would have sworn
that I was still at Churchill Downs — at
the previous Saturday's Derby.

young corpses on the Commons of Kent
State University. • ••
Music was blaring from some ingenious
Rube Goldberg stereo setup down on the
stage, people around me were either sleeping or clumped in small groups — discussing war or Eastern or how much they won/
lost at the Derby last weekend.
A large red-white-and-blue banner with
the circled-dove's-foot peace symbol in its
center hung from the front of the pavilion
roof.
And down at the front left of the stage
burned four slowly-melting white candles
— leftovers from the evening's candlelight
service. They symbolized, we were told, the
four dead students at Kent State.
The analogy wasn't entirely correct —
the candles were still burning. .
But still, the candles were there to remind
us of the real purpose of our temporarily
Spartan existence on the terraced rows of
grassy, seats in Eastern's ravine.
•I 1
I sat thererpn.thexgrass, shivering, tirefl/
trying to be jplulosQjjhical about the whole
thing.
Finally, 1 thought—or at least I wanted to
believe — Eastern students were beginning
to realize that there are a helluva lot more
important things to care about than the
closing of Speck's, or of the opening of the
Red Barn, or of the upcoming fraternity
picnic, or of the search.to find a ride home
on Friday afternoons.
I felt that Eastern students had at last
come to the realization that this University
is not simply one, sover jgn unit of published
facts, but that it is — or should be — one,
small branch in a huge network of serious
young men and women who are beginning
to discover the grisly past, the similarly
gory present, and the probably dismal future
truths of this nation. ]
I kept this pride, this hope for the individuality of the Eastern student — that
is, until the fresh memories of the bandwagon march through downtown Richmond revealed the inbred impatience of too
many of our young, inexperienced, and
often Unthinking liberals.
I remembered the march's beginnings —
and how much we all stressed the importance of non-violence. '
I remembered the sincere trail of Eastern students walking through campus, murmuring the melody and lyrics of John Lennon's gentle plea: "All we are saying is give
Peace a chance."
,,
(Continued on Page Three)

I had been lying on my blanket in the ravine, half-sleeping, waiting for Dr. Martin
to appear on the stage at any minute to take
part in a newsworthy discussion of official
Eastern policies concerning war and Other
equally distasteful subjects — such as four
ft

Unlike Some Others, WE Are Lucky
Though others can't even vote for the
policy-makers responsible for their plight.
We complain about the lack of parking
With this issue, which is the last under
places.
my direction, it is traditional for the out,v -fa Though ojjwis haven'J^driven a car for
going editor to recap his year aftei supermonths — and may ncvef jyjain.
vising this paper. *jyt
In view of events at Eastern during the
We just can't wait for the neart fraterpast week and unrest at other colleges durnity party.
ing the past 10 days, I have decided to disThough others can't wait till they're safely through another combat mission.
card the usual last-issue remarks.
Instead, I'd like to republish a column I
We complain because coeds turn down
wrote for last Nov. 13's Progress. I believe
our date offers.
it holds special significance, for obvious
Though others don't even have coeds to
reasons:
ask.
Or maybe coeds complain because they
Some of us are lucky.
didn't
get asked out this weekend.
We carry books to class.
Though other girls won't ever get asked
Though others must carry guns — to a
out, at least till HE gets back.
battlefield.
We forget words like church arid pray
We complain about having to walk so
and God.
far to to class.
Though others remember those words
Though others have to walk while riskx^eyery
day, and will for all their lives — IF
ing their lives.
they get back.
\
We complain about eight o'clock classes.
And we gripe some more because we
Though others get up much earlier than
can't
find a ride home for the weekend.'
that — knowing they might never get up
Though others don't have even that first
again.
ride — or a home within driving distance.
We complain about the food in the
We occupy an administration building
cafeterias and the grills.
and take over a classroom.
Though some would gladly trade their
Though others occupy a foxhole and take
K rations for it.
We'll kill Western next year in football,
over an enemy village.
we say.
We decide we've had enough for one
night, close the textbooks and quit to go to
Though others actually must "kill."
bed early.
We'll just die if we don't, we say.
Though others wish desperately that they
Though others actually must "die."
only had the chance to do what we do.
We complain that Homecoming was
lousy.
But we'd do anything to get out of here,
we say.
Though others don't have a Homecoming
to complain about.
And they would do anything to be in our
place.
We argue that class elections are useless.
BY JOE EDWARDS
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Has Nixon Let Himself Become Too Isolated?
By CARL T. ROWAN
WASHINGTON — This is a gloomy
city, and the unease arises from a lot more
than the killing of four students at Kent
State and the ensuing crisis that has gripped
American universities.
In and out of government, people are
troubled because they have no idea whom
to believe, no due as to who is behind what
policy, and no assurance that policy really
is what it is reputed to be.
Observers here find it incredible that
Secretary of State William P. Rogers, a
close friend of the President; could tell
Congress on April 23 that if U.S. troops
went into Cambodia "our whole (Vietnamization) program is defeated" — only
to have V.S. troops go into Cambodia a
week later under the rationale of speeding
up the Vietnamization program.
It is equally discomforting that Rogers

A
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could pledge that no such move into Cambodia would occur without Congress's being
consulted in advance — only to have the
invasion of Cambodia occur secretly without
the slightest consultation with Congress.
This seems to be part of a pattern of the
President's ignoring, or being blocked off
from, advice and information that goes
counter to what either the President o rsome
faceless advisers around him want to do.
This is true in domestic as well as foreign
affairs.
I reported earlier that Dr. James E. Allen,
Jr., the Commissioner of Education, sent
Mr. Nixon a memorandum on March 11
with a proposed statement to educators about the urgent need to work for school desegregation.
Denied the right to send out the statement, Allen waited until the President
made a major policy statement on segrega-

si

tion on March 24. T*hen a month later the
Commissioner inserted his own statement
into the record of ^Congressional hearing.
Asked about Allen's position on April
27, the White House announced that the
, President had not seen the text of Dr. As*
len's statement and thus could not comment.
1;
Either the White House was lying or the
President delivered a major address to the
nation about one of its greatest domestic
problems wtihout ever seeing an important
recommendation from the chief education
officer in his Administration.
Then there is the case of Interior Secretary Walter J. Hickel. It seems beyond belief that a Cabinet officer could ask to see
the President and be denied an appointment
by a member of the'palace guard. But that
is. what happened^. And Hickel wound up
(Continued on' Page Three)
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Dissent Carries Responsibilities
Dear Editor:'
"That, to secure these rights, Governments are Instituted among Men, deriving
their Just Powers from too consent of the
governed. That, whenever any form of Government becomes destructive of those ends,
it Is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new Government, laying its foundation on such Principles, and organising its Powers in such form as to them
shall seem most likely to effect their Safety
and Happiness."
From:
The Declaration of Independence
The United States has realised a vast
amount of worthwhile
change brought by
dissent. Dissent however, should not have
hate for the institutions of government as its
driving force, not' destruction of the sab*
institutions as its goal. Dissent must come
from a love of the institution of goverment
and constructive change should be its goal.

People have a fight to dissent. However,
the right to dissent carries with it responsibilities. First the dissenter must present
his objections with logic and rationality. Second and most Important toe dissenter has the
responsibility to respect the rights of others.
Burnings and violence as reflected by the recent tragedies at Kent State University are
irrational emotional outbursts and a failure
to act responsibly. Such outbursts destroy
property. More seriously such outbursts may
lead to the senseless loss of lives-a price
too hfgh to pay.
| .
We. the students-the dissenters, must realise our responsibilities. Until we come to this
realisation, we may expect to be met with
prohibitions bullets and tragedies. We are
standing at the edge of a precipice. Will
blind folly thrust us over or will we open our
eyes andchoosoour paths wisely?
~>
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Paul Stansbury
Box 254
Palmer Hall.
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Race Communication Urged
Dear Editor:
This letter Is in reference to the Black
Student Union meeting with Dr. Martin on
Monday night
of tins week. In the interest
of all students and faculty members, I ask
that a copy of tola letter appear In The
Progress.
Dr. Martin,
In your meeting Monday night with the
Black Student Union, I made the comment
that a course. In race relationships should
be a requirement for all faculty and staff
members here at Eastern. I made those
remarks
after your speech In which you
used such terminology as "one of your people" and "your group" in reference to black
students. Before I had finished my statement,
you told me teat my remarks were a waste
Of time. You defended the use of common
everyday language.

Common everyday language is fine under
ordinary situations, but when remarks like *
the above are made in meetings concerning
racial issues, an atmosphere is created
that hinders progress. Communication or
lack of It Is a deep-rooted part of racial
indifferences. You can aide hundreds of blacks
In finding Jobs, but until you communicate with
blacks you have accomplished nothing.
The term "black" when referring to a •
group of black
students
la acceptable. |
This applies not only to your speech, but 3
to all faculty and staff members here at '
Eastern, and wherever
racial problems :
exist. May I suggest, in the best Interests
of everyone here at Eastern, some type of %
workshop or course be adopted, whereby
students and teachers can learn to com- |
municate among tee races.

I

Larry W. Pemtfngton
1610 Keene Hall

Action Receives Thanks
Dear Editor:
Previously I had written a letter to the editor
criticising the inadequate faculties in Eastern's
welghtroom. The inadequate situation teat
prevailed has been remedied by the Physical
Education department. A considerable amount of
equipment has been purchased which now permits
larger numbers of students to participate in an
activity which is physically beneficial.
It Is gratifying to know that certain wants of

J

students involved in the not so glamorous activity of weighUifttng do not go unnoticed, I extend
my personal thanks to the Physical Bdnoation
faculty responsible for their Increased interest '■
in wsightlifting.
Carl A. Smith
443 Big Hill Avenue
Richmond, Kentucky
(Conttxesed oa Page Three)
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The Only Just Fire Sheds More Light Than It Does
l*e»3to»)

I remembered the faces o£ my friends
being illuminated by the small candles they
carried, cupping their hands around the
frail light as they walked to protect the
fragile flame — the candles signifying
nothing really complex — just hope and
the warm flicker of peace.
Then, less fondly, I remembered excited
students unwilling to listen to their student
body leader — they didn't want to end the
procession when all rules of memorial service etiquette required that they did.
They wanted to march. They wanted to
be heard. They wanted to experiment with
this new concept of demonstrating — and
being noticed.
»
And so we marched to Richmond.
As I gazed at the dying candles on the
pavilion stage, I remembered with a wince,
our students' naive attempts to manufacture
instant student militancy from an evening
meant for non-militancy.
I remembered the sudden, needless misunderstanding when the police came to us
to offer an escort through town.
I remembered the two-finger sign of
peace being occasionally replaced by the
belligerent upraised fist salute of common
powef _ a salute being used by those who
weren't really aware of its violent promise,
I remembered the gradual evolution of
the students' chants — from "Give peace

a chance" to "Peace Now!" and finally to
-'1-2-3-4, We don't want your (obscenity)
war!"
And then we came back to the ravine,
jubilant in the fact that we had raised a
little hell — and we were going to wait all
night to get a chance to drag the University
president over burning coals lit by a potential, unreasoning mob.
And there we were that night, trembling
from the cold, but still warm inside from
the adrenalin of mass power.
I lay there that night in the makeshift
campus campground setting of the ravine
and sincerely hoped that the president of
the University wouldn't show up. I wished
that he would stay away at least until we
all learned the consequences of giving free
rein to our lust for shouting, heated confrontation with the president, who to us
symbolized all those things which at that
moment seemed so tyrannical -— authority
and the freedom-crippling Establishment.
After a little while almost everybody was
dancing and singing with the music corning from the stereo's two big speakers. The
quiet, peaceful determination which began
the evening had been discarded in favor of
a loud, boisterous student carnival.
The four candles on the stage had all but
burned out when someone called for quiet
from the crowd and held up a transistor
radio. The early morning newscasts were

'E' Club Efforts Appreciated
D«ar Editor:
I should like to take this opportunity to
draw attention to the efforts of the "E" Club
and their first Sports Day last Saturday.
As the father of two sons who participated,
and one who was too young but still wanted
to attend, I can testify that the day was a
huge success.
At a time when too many of our college
students are receiving a poor "press" it
is refreshing to find young men who are
willing' to give their time and efforts to young-

sters. The benefit was not all one way, however, for I am sure teat tee athletes are
more aware of the responsibilities which
are theirs dee to the position of respect in
which they are held.
Again let me add my appreciation lor a
job well done, with tee hope teat this project will continue and grow.
James S. Harris
Director
Division of Instructional Services.

Support For The President
dent Martin's superb handling of the delicate
Dear Bditor:
Wc the undersigned wish to take this opportu- situations occurlng recently. Once again he has
nity to voice our support and unreserved ad- handled a difficult job with insight and ability.
John W. Landsetts
miration for President Robert R. Martin, a man
Ronald M. Ledford
who we feel has demonstrated once again that
Dodney Whitlock
hi» primary interest is the students of Eastern
Ronnie
L. Hubbard
Kentucky University. We are grateful for Presi- ■

i

■

'White Rose' Support Urged
Dear Editor:
^.
'/.. -^.:...,.
*• wJ0Uld "^*° ***• ^0|*0_rt,mit?f_t0 **"*
our fellow members of the freshman class
for their support this past year. We hope
this support continues through Saturday's "White
Rose" dance.
The regular class meetings, the class float
for Homecoming, our dance in February, and
the legislation we have proposed in Student
Council, all speaks well for us. Our desire
at this point Is to make Saturday night a memorable
experience. The "White R©»e" will be a semi-

s&Li;..

formal dance and we will be selling invitations
all week in tee Student Union GrllL
Our work won't stop here as we are going
to plan next year's sophomore activities this
summer and be ready to go in September.
We look forward to another successful year
in 1970-71.
The freshmen officers:
Greg Oaborne, Tyler Cox, Karol Guy,
Conrte
DuiL r3ebbte TuUy7 w
Bob Babbage
™"w ^™» ^™
'
=««■«•

:7^7i mm m®

on. Within a second, the entire amphitheatre was as quiet as it has been during
all the thousands of deserted, inactive nights
before last Thursday.
Only the radio was heard as the newsman told of violence and destruction on
campuses throughout the nation. All over
the United States, students were burning
and rioting — attempting to rebel against
the violence of the war and of Kent State
with their own, weirdly: rationalized destruction.
Apparently, we got the message. After
the radio had been turned off, we were a
little bit more subdued, more thoughtful.
Later on, the student body leader stood
before us and pointed to the candles, which
were beginning to flicker in their symbolic
death throes.
"Through all this,1' he said, "let us not
forget why we are here tonight"
And now, I really don't think that we
will ever forget why we slept on the wet,
chilly grass of the ravine. We learned, during that short news broadcast, what had
happened to our fellow students in America
— they had become the victims of the old,
treacherous American adage, "fight fire
with fire."
Through the initial realization of the
powerful physical influence we had in our
hands, we came very dose to lighting the
all-engulfing fires of rebellion on Eastern's
campus.
But by witnessing the examples of holocaust on our sister campuses, we managed
to teach ourselves that the only just fire is
the one which sheds more light than it
does heat. And the fire that Eastern ignited
on May 7 and 8, 1970, produced the soft,
illuminating glow of that fragile candle of •
.
hope and peace.

•

The Prayers of Man, the Hand of God

.

Rowan

•

Hugh Haynies Celebrated

an
(Oontlnbed from Beg* Tiro)

Cartoon During The

•

writing the President a letter about the Administration's policies of alienating American youth.

Apollo 13 Crisis

After 16 months on top of the world,
Nixon is in deep trouble-It just may be because he too has let himself become isolated.
He believes that those telegrams Whidi'are
organized, inspired, andtyrittetr bjr the He-'
publican National Committee really represent America. He has let old political philosophies determine whom and what he will
listen to. He is listening too much to himself — or to the old Nixon.
This, of course, delights a lot of people
who have waited breathlessly for the day
Nixon would run into trouble.
The problem is — and the reason for the
gloom in what is an otherwise beautiful
city, robed in the garments and the fragrances of spring — that, as Nixon gets into
trouble, so does the country.

I
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RONNIE
Us* Our Drive-ln Window
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"Figure On Banking With Us"
WO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS- MMH STREET & 06 HILL AVENUE

■■-^esf"- ■

2 Dresses for $2.89
You'll Crow About
This Delicious Pizza
.v.v.v

MONDAY
WE DELIVER

Watch Us Make It
"Let's Get Pfzzacatod"

♦ANDY'S
Pizza Palace

LV-

SHIRTS 5 for $1.00
or 25< each

II Varieties
Choree • •
Onions
ANDY'S Special
Sausage
Pepperoni
Koaher Salami .
Beef_..._.
Green Pepper ..
Mushroom
Bacon
Tuna Fish
Shrimp
Anchovies
House Specter..

110 South Stcoad Street
Phono 423-5400

DAILY SPECIALS

Sweaters or Skirts . . •

.50c

TUESDAY

Trousers or Lodes Slacks

. 50c

WEDNESDAY

1-pc. Dresses

$1.00

THURSDAY

2-pc. Suits Men's or Ladies' $1.00

To be brief, there's no better
way for a marrtolook stylish
than in a bold tank top.
They're all the rage this year
and our selection of colors
and patterns is tremendous.
Try one.

On the roof, at the beach or
by the campus lake, you'll
dazzle the, crowd in this
year's colorful, smart and
highly versatile V beach
wear. Swim suits, cover-ups,
entire ensembles galore.
Stop in today.

FRIDAY

Sport Coats ....... 50c
SATURDAY

Overcoats

2% Hmu*ratty ^ap
212 Wotoc St.
423-9474

$1.00
^
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Tygamalion' Premieres Tonigh
■
At 8 In Buchanan Theatre

Honor's Day Cites 850 Students
For Outstanding Achievements
Eastern Kentucky University
formally recognised some 850
students Sunday at the annual
Honors Day In Hiram Brock
Auditorium.
Awards for scholastic and
leadership abilities were presented by 20 departments and 10
campus organizations.
Those winning recognition also included 766 students on the
Dean's List for academic excellence, 40 in "Who's Who Among Students in American Universlties and Colleges," and
those winning scholarships, asslstantships and honor society
awards.
Joyce Crossfleld, senior and
president of Collegiate Pentacle, women's honorary, presided at the ceremony.
Students who received departmental awards included:
Agriculture - Ag - Tech
Book Award—Niels Fogt.
Home Economics — Mary
King Burrier Award, Karen
Henderson, Charles F. Weaver Award, Jean Switzer.
Industrial Education—Noble

G. Deniston Award, David L. Prose Fiction, Robert Rub,
Meeks.
Highest Academic Record In
Outstanding English Courses, Myra Gall
Nursing
Nursing Student Award, Doris Rhodes, i and Glenn Paul RobMoore.
erts; Woodrow Wilson Scholars,
Art--Art Student Award In Audrey Morrison and Myra Gail
Art Education, Susan L. Spar- Rhodes.
Foreign Language—Russian
row.
Biology -- Freshman, Linda Award, Elizabeth H1U, French
K. Himes, Sophomore, Donna Award, Janet Currle, Spanish
K. Smith, Junior, Gail Phil- Award, Dorian Yeager, Gerlips, Senior, Mrs. Mary Lou man Award, Romemary Gray,
Branson.
Latin Award, Margaret Skaggs.
Chemistry — CRC Freshman
History —Outstanding Senior
Chemistry Achievement Award, History and Social Science AMartha J. McKenzle, Outstand- rea Major. Doris Dawn Dwying Sophomore Chemist Award, er, Outstanding Senior History
Noble T. Johnson, Outstanding Major, Patricia Ann Shaw.
Senior Chemist Award, Thomas
Mathematics — Freshman
C. Pinker ton..
Mathematics Award Joyce AllDrama and Speech — Out- s miller and Jo Rita Smith.
standing Novice Debater, Susan
Physics — Outstanding StuXJarland. Outstanding Varsity dent in Elementary Physics ADebater, Steve Stanley, and ward, Thomas E. Cayton. .
Joanne Rogers, Keene OraPolitical Science — Outtory
Contest
Winner, standing Contribution to CIRJan Arney, Weaver Oratory
UNA, Linda L. Barth, OutContest Winner, Ernesto Scor- standing Political Science Masone.
jor, Philip Sterbling.
English—Presley M. Grise
Psychology — Clark L. Hull
Award for Poetry, Robert Pol- Award of Excellence, Barbara
lock, Roy B. Clark Award for L. Lewis.

Music — Achievement in the
String Area Award, William
F. Hassay, Achievement In the
Woodwinds Area Award, Marsha Riggles, Achievement in the
Vocal Area Award, William H..
Owens, Achievement In the
Keyboard Area Award, Mrs.
Brenda Gullette Ragsdale, Achlevement in the Brasswlnds
Area Award, Terry Bromley.
Business Education — NBEA
Professional Award, Patricia
A. LaRosa, Yeager, Ford-6.
Warren
Accounting Award,
Robert C. Maloney.

"Pygmalion, " George Bernard Shaw's social commentary, opens tonight at Bin Pearl
Buchanan Theatre.
Directed by assistant professor of drama and speech Horace Kelley, the comedy which
satirizes the superficiality of
class
distinctions features
Marshall Garrett as Professor

Henry Higgins, phonetician, who
transforms cockney flower girl
EUsa Doollttle (Barbara Rudlslll) into a seeming English
lady, primarily by teaching her
to speak cultivated English.
Complications arise because
Higgins only performed this
"trick" on a bet with another
phonetician, Col.
Pickering

AAUP Passes Kent State University Resolution
Dr. Pettingill Informed members of the AAUP that the misdemeanor charge had been tried, but trial was set for June
10 on the other charge.
The chapter resolved that
it would support the application of Lucey for enrollment
In the 1970 summer session
and be given an opportunity
to complete his fall, 1969 semester courses by arrangement
with the Individual Instructors.
According to Dr. Pettingill,
Lucey was within three weeks
of completing his graduation,
prior to his suspension.
Another member of the AAUP
emphasized that this resolution dealt with "the principle
that he should be given a chance,
and not his personality."
After the resolution was
passed by a 13-10 vote, McGlasson cautioned the members
that "We don't know all the
rora's" and he has won the facts."
The resolution dealing with
Grlse Award and Roy B. Clark
Award in the past for his poe- the Kent State Issue condemned
"violence and intimidation In
try.
PoUock is this year's Poetry any form against man, property, or the free exchange of
Editor of "Aurora."

(Continued from P**e °*»>_
members
"who- paid their
dues," emphasizing that it was
Military Science
— Renot an open meeting.
cipients of Two - year ScholMcGlasson said later that he
arships 1970-71, John L. Quick, ! regretted that the students could
Daniel J. Baur, Francis J. Car- not be admitted.
rioco, Nobel T. Johnson.
Dr. Dwynal Pettingill, chairEducation — Gladys P. Tyng
man of the political science
Award, Carol Williamson.
department, presented the criHealth, Physical Education,
minal conviction-dismissal reRecreation and Athletics, Outsolution, citing the case of Keistanding Senior Women Major,' th Lucey, former Eastern stuJoyce Crossfleld, Outstanding-. dent who was suspended from
Senior Man Major, Richard A.
school, following an arrest in
Netzley.
Outstanding Senior
Cincinnati on two counts, for
Recreation Major, David Cotpossession of hashish and postenglm.
session of LSD, a misdemeanor.

Pollock Places Second In Writing Contest
"Life Studies," a poem by
Robert PoUock, a sophomore
from Richmond, has won second
place In the Atlantic College
Creative Writing Contest for
1970.

Approximately
400 poems
were submitted In the poetry
category of the contest, sponsored by "Atlantic Monthly"
for undergraduate college and
university students in cate-

gories of poetry, fiction and essay.
"Life Studies," which appears in this year's "Aurora"
and will be republlshed in a
special Atlantic Anthology Of

TAPE PLAYERS
for
CAR and HOME

ski

TButo

eta will entitle the bearer to
preferred seats.
An Invitation or ticket will
be necessary to enter the prom
and will admit both the holder
anda data.
The distribution will be from
9 a.m. to 4 In the afternoon.
In addition to Friday, tickets
and invitations can be obtained
Monday and Tuesday of next
weak at the same time in the
Student Union lobby.
The prom theme Is "Age of,
Aquarius." The activity will be
Saturday, May 23, with the concert beginning at 7 p.m. and
•••
the
dance starting at »:30
The annual Spring Concert of
the Eastern Dance Theatre will p.m. The dance will feature
be presented in Brock Audi- the "Chattanooga Coachmen."
The prom Will be semi-forL jorlum 'tonight and tomorrow
night at 8. The first half of the mal and formal dress, accordprogram will be "Signs of the ing to Junior Class President
Herb Jones.
Zodiac."

...the family store
and

ooo
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J 970 SUMMER SESSION
1st DAY SESSION
Classes begin May 25

2nd DAY SESSION
Classes Begin July 6

'8:00-9:30 Monday through Friday
Course
Acct.
Biol.
B. A
Chem.

Title
101
101
405
205

A
ABC
A
ABC

Sem. Hrs.

Prin. of Acct. I
Gen. Biol. I (8:00-12:00)
Int'l Econ. & Fin.
Organic Chem. I
(8:00-12:00)
Fron.
101 A
Intro. Fren. I
Germ. 201 A
Inform. Germ. I
Hist.
201 A
US', to 1865
Mist.
305 A
Europe. 1500-1648
Math. 101 A
Foundations of Moth. I
Phil.
401 A
Ethics
Soc.
303 A
Marriage & Family
Span. 101 A
Intro. Span. I
Thool. 305 A
(See Hist. 305)
9:45-11:15 Monday through Friday
Art
200 B
Art Appreciation
(9:45-10:45)
Eng.
208 B
American Lit. II
Fron.
201 B
Inform. Fron. I
Hist.
105 B
Western Civil. Ill
Mus.
300 B
Music Appreciation
(9:45-10:45)
305 B
Philosophy of Man
Phil.
Psy.
201 B
General Psychology
Soc.
201 B
Intro. Sociology
Span. 201 B . Inform. Span. I
11:30-1:00 Monday through Friday
Econ.
101 C
Prin. of Econ. I
Eng.
203 C
World lit. I
Hum.
302 C
20th Century Cult. II
Moth. 205 C
Elem. Statistics
Mus.
300 C
Music Apprection
(11:30-12:30)
Sot.
202 C
Sociol Problems
Thool. 406 C
Christ in His Sacraments
4:00-5:30 Monday through Friday
Psy.
401 SPC Social Psychology
6:30-8:00 Monday through Friday
Educ. 301 SPC Psy. Growth & Develop

EVENING SESSION
Classes Begin May 25
6:30-«:25 Monday and Wednesday

:00-9:30 Monday through Friday
3
4
3

Course
Acct.
Biol.
B. A.
Chem.

2
3
3
3
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
3
3
3

Scm. Mrs.

102 N
102 NOP
302 N
206 NOP

Prin. of Acct. II
Gen. Biol. II (8:00-12:00)
Money & Banking
Organic Chem. II
(8:00-12100)
332 N
Sch. Art Moth. II
(8:00-9:00)
335 N
Teach. Elem. Road. & Phan.
461 NO Sem. in Educ. Prob.
(8:00-11.15)
462 NO Sem. in Educ. Prob.
(8:00-11.15)
102 N
Intro. Fron. II
202 N
Inform. Germ. II
202 N
U.S. 1865 to Pros.
102 N
Foundations of Math. H
418N
Sociol & Pal. Phil.
306N
Mental Hygiene
Counseling & Guidance
405 N
102 N
Intro. Span. II

4

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Title

Educ.
Educ.
Educ.
Educ.
Fren.

Germ.
Hist.
Math.
Phil.
Psy.
Psy.
Span.

3
4
3

Course
Acet.
Acct.
Eng.
*y.

Title

2
3

Sem. Hrs.

Prin. of Acct. I
Intro. EDP & Program •
Eng. Camp. II
General Psychology

102K
201 K

■v

8:35-10:30 Monday and Wednesday
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Acet.
Acct.
Educ.
Eng.

Thool

102 I
Prin. of Acct. II
3051 " I Indust. Cast Acct.
341 L
Found. Secondary Educ.
2031
'World Lit. I
4041 ^Contemp. Prof. Thool.

3
3
3
3

The distribution of Invitations and tickets for the prom
and concert will begin tomorrow (Friday) in the Student
Union lobby.
Settlors will be Issued invitations which will allow admittance to both the concert
and prom. Separate tickets will
be Issued for the prom and
concert to Juniors.
Since
the Junior class is
co-sponsoring
the concert,
which features "Smith," with
the University tenter Board
all students will be admitted
with their IDs.
The senior
invitations and the Junior tick-

r

Stocktons
Drufcs
Main Street

B.A.
Educ.
Educ.

401 O
4660
333 OP

E.M.R.
Eng.
Fron.
Hist.
Phil.
Psy.

302O
101 O
202O
106O
306O
4130

Span.

202 O

Labor Economics
Supervising Stud. Teacher
Foundation Elem. Educ.
(9:45-11:45)
Psy. of Except. Child.
Eng. Com p. I
Inform. Fronrll
Western Civil. IV
Philosophy of Being
Dynamics Small Group
Behavior
Interm. Span. II

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

B. A.
Econ.
Hist.
Math.
Phil.
Thool.

311 U
101 U
105 U
205 U
306 U
202 U

Fin. Administration
Prin. of Econ. I
Western Civil. Ill
Elem. Statistics
Philosophy of Being
Christ-God and Man

8:35-10:30 Tuesday and Thursday
Acct.
Econ.
Hist.
Phil.

407 V
102 V
106V
401V

Auditing
Prin. of Econ. II
Western Civil. IV
Ethics '

R.J. Henshaw, director of
meat Inspection of the Kentucky Department of Agriculture, will speak Wednesday,
May SO, at 7 p.m. in Burner 100.
He will discuss meat labeling, inspection, and sanitation
as wall as weighing meats
heavy, overcharging the buyer and using cereals as meat
substitutes.
The Food and Nutrition Club
invites everyone who la interested- -students,
faculty,
and
faculty wives—to the
speech.
/
ooo

Dr. Dorothy Harklns, assistant professor of physical education has been named to the
selection committee for choosing women track and field athletes for the World University
no moo m t» in Turin. Italv.
Au*. 26-Sept 6,1970. Dr. Harklns has also been named as
alternate coach to the team selected.
Dr. Harklns is coach of women's track and Meld at Eastern and co-author of a book
"Track and Field Futsdamcntela
for Girls and Women" now hi
its second revision.
ooo

6:30-8:25 Tuesday and Thursday
9:45-11:15 Monday through Friday

Ninety students are currently taking courses under the
pass-fall option,
more than
double the initial response of
42 students
last semester.
"I find this to be very encouraging," Dr. Thomas F. Stovall, vice-president for academic affairs, told The Progress Wednesday. "This suggests that word is getting
around about the availability of
the pass-fail plan and Its advantages."
The committee which made
the recommendation for Ini-

tiation of pass-fall will evaluate the plan's effectiveness at
the end of the academic year.
To be eligible for taking a
course under the pass-fall optlon, a student must have earned
SO or more semester hours with
a minimum grade-point standing of 2.0. Students are allowed to take 15 hours of free
electlves under the pass-fall
option. Free electlves are courses exclusive of general education, major, minor and other
courses required for graduation.

«j\j.

The theme for next fall's
Homecoming will be "You've
Read It In The Newspaper."
Dates for Homecoming will
be Oct. 30 and 31.
Marshall Garrett, chairman
for next year's Homecoming,
said that a dance Is planned for
Friday night and a concert for
Saturday night. The parade will
be Saturday morning as usual.
Float themes and nominations
for Homecoming Queen will be
due early in fall semester, Garrett said.

Want to buy or sel

BELLARMINE-URSULINE

Pass-Fail Option
Now Taken By 90

'Newspaper' Theme Selected For Homecoming

"Year Electronic Headquarters

Hlestem

Ideas on the college campus- ulated," and the militia "be
es," and called for enforcement used to maintain order on colof firearms laws aid regulations lege campuses only when all
at the university, state and other means of securing Confederal levels.
stitutional rights of life and prThe resolution also main- operty to the members of the
tained that "a well-regulated academic community have- failmilitia" be in fact "well-reg- JKh
;

NEWS BRIEFS

-

BURNAM & RITTEK
"REAL ESTATE'

OVER 300 TAPES TO CHOOSE FROM
TRANSISTOR RADIOS
TAPE RECORDERS
and
Car Tape Players - Horn* Tape Players -Stereo
__

Contest Winners next September, was praised by contest Judges for its "originality
and control."
Pollock* a poetry has appeared in the last three "Au-

(Barry Meyer), and after Miss from S - 8 p. m. on performDoollttle has been elevated to a ance dates and 2-6 p.m. Monhigher social class, she cannot day and Tuesday. Reserved tie-,
return to the life she knew be- kets must be picked up by
p.m. prior to the night of per
fore Higgins intervened.
formance.
Reservations-maybeThe play will run through
Saturday night of this week and made by calling 622-3480.
Admission is $.75 for high
next Wednesday through Saturschool
students, SI for EKU
day.
The box office willlje open students and $1.25 for general
admission.

Welcome
Eastern
Students
and
Faculty

Male cheerleader tryouta wiU
be next Thursday at 5 p.m. in
front of Weaver Building next
to McGregor Hall. Practices
will be at 7 p.m. Tuesday and
Wednesday; those trying out
Thursday must attend at least
one practice. Those trying out
must have a £.0 grade aver-

age. Tryouta for coed cheerleaders 'have not been scheduled.
ooo

Annual majorette tryoutswUl
be Saturday beginning at 10:30
a.m. in Room 100, Foster Music
Building.
Each girl will be expected to
perform a marching routine and
twirling routine. In addltionall
auditlonees will be taught a
routine which will be performed
aa a group. Appropriate uniforms are in order for the tryouts.
Competition for the positions
are open to all present female
students at Eastern and to incoming freshmen. A panel of
Judges'WH1 choose the majorette corp based on twirling
skill, poise, ability to grasp
ideas as shown by the group
routine, general appearance, and
marching style. Applicants may
desire to bring their own recording for audition purposes.
Interested. persons should
contact Mr. Robert W. Hartwell, Assistant to the Chairman, Department of Music
OOO

Conversations with Charles
E. (Chip) Boblen and Mark Van
Doren, recorded at Eastern,
will be telecast by Kentucky
Educational Television.

editors working for it this summer.
Joe Edwards, editor of the
paper this year will Join the
AP Bureau in Nashville, Tenn.,
for full-time work beginning
in June after his graduation
from. Eastern.
. John Perkins this year's Progress news editor, will work
for the AP
in Charleston,
W. Va,, then return to Eastern in September for bis sen-,
ior year.
_
Craig Ammerman, Progress
editor last year has been working for the AP full-time since
February in Hunttngton, W. Va,
He also is a part-time student
the AP last sum*
More News Briefs
On Page~Seven

CLUB-TIVITY
(EDITOR'S NOTE: Official
Eastern organizations may seal
announcements for -Jhia new
column to Clab-tl\ity,TThe Progress, Fourth Floor,
Building.)

* Free Dance Tonight

ooo

Students are reminded to
keep their- ID cards because
it will be used until a student
graduates'. A $io replacement
f ee wffl be assessed to reissue
ID'S
which have been lost.
ooo

Dean Roy Barlow of Central
University College reminds students that they may change their
majors until the beginning of the
final examination period, June
1. No office! changes will
than be made until after summer
school registration. Thereafter,
changes WILL be accepted during the summer term.

The Todd Hall house council
is sponsoring a campus-wide
dance tonight (Thursday) from
0:10 until 9:30 in the Alumni
Coliseum
front parking lot
The Truckers, a local band,
will play for the event.
There wiU be no admission
charged for the dance.
Owens Feast Sunday
Cwans will hold its annual
feast in Clay cafeteria Sunday
from 4:30 to 9 p.m. New members will be initiated and officers wiU be installed. ,
HPER Oookout

~000

Students with 60 hours or
more should NOT take any classes at a Community CoUege ora
Junior collage. The credit wiU
not be accepted at the Registrar's Office.
ooo

The Associated Press will
have three recent Progress

~"i

Eastern's Health, Physical
Education and Recreation'Club
will have Its annual oookout at
Boonesboro State Park next
Wednesday from 5 to 7:30 p.m.
Members are asked to invite a
friend and bring hot dogs and
hamburgers; HPER will supply
the rest Transportation will
leave Weaver Health Building between 4:30 and 4:48 p.m.

• r r~i
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11:30-1:00 Monday through Friday
Econ.
Educ.
Educ.

102 P
302P
330 P

Eng.
Thool.

204P
108 P

Prin. of Econ. II
Personal Health & Safety
Sch. Music Moth. II
(11:30-12:30)
World Lit. II
New Testament

3
3
2
3
3

INSTITUTE
Personality Growth Institute
Date: July e—August 1

>

•

Time: 9:45-11:15 a.m.
6:30-8:00 Monday through Friday
438 SPC Hist. 4 Phil, of Educ.

Registration July 2, 9:00 a.m. to
3:00 p.m.

$23-3248

"CALL US

I
H

i

BELLARMINE-URSULINE
2 O O O

N O R R I S

PLACE

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY 40205

For Further Information Call
lf59-6600, Ext. 32

FOR YOUR
DRUG
NEEDS"

y/fV?

2 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS:
MAIN STREET

and

WATER STRUT

I

I
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Students Submit 29 Proposals Yesterday

SSffi

»—

9

BO

Addresses BSU
President Robert R. Martin addresses memi berg of the Black Student Union Monday

night.

(Continued from Faff* 1)
Copies of the proposals were
c) definition—of an "unauth- taken on the findings of the
21) AU peaceful dlssentand/
ly cams in response to studStudent
Council
Freshman
Oralso
sent to each member of the
orised
assembly."
ents' requests for the gun ban or protest by students andfacEastern
Board of Regents.
d) explanation of 3 conflicting ientation Committee?
during last week's campus demOther
statements
were
made
statements
inStudent
Handbook,
sanctlons be Imposed by the
Association PresidentPeUeonstrations.
by students concerning:
pages 51 and 52:
grinon said that the Monday
A preamble to the list of University on persons taking
1) "TheUnlversity welcomes into
part in such actions;
rally also produced
resolutions suggestd that toe
SUB Hostess; Open House in astudent
Its
community
those
who
sin22)
The
proposals
of
the
BSU
request
that the Student
proposals be enacted by Sepcerely share and agree to ad- women's dorms; nude models Council give students posttember of the 1970-71 school be enacted;
for
toe
art
department;
33) The Eastern Progress be vance its purposes."
year so that:
students should choose movies; cards and stamps so that they
1) "helping students to learn dissociated from all formal ties 2) "Admission to the Univer- cars parked in violation of cone may write their Congressmen
to protest U.S. Military involveIs acknowledged as the para- With the Office Of Public Af- sity and the University's serv- should not be towed away.
flars:
(tills
does
not
include
in Southeast Asia.
mount consideration of the U- q—imtoi aid).
Closing hours of Grill and ment
■
ices, faculties and activities
PeUegrinon
said that a table
:,;'.!••'.
niverslty community;"
Library; lying down in the would be set up
24)
Students
fining
editorial
in toe Student
2) "students may make meanis open to all students wit
Ravine; lowering flag until the
ingful contributions to toe def- positions on Student Publications regard to race, creed, or na- war Is over; phones in all Union grill sometime this week
initions and development of be selected by toe staff members tional origin."
i i
dorms; why can't Brockton stu- for distribution of the postof
that
publication,
not
subject
to
onn
their educational goals;"
dents drink in their homes? cards.
3) "Students **• free *° *
3) "students may have ah approval by any Unlveslty- Adand Join associations with other
Integral role in toe decision- ministrative agency or any oth- University students provided
such organisations are conmaking processes of the Uni- . er student agency;
25) Financial support be given sonant with the purposes of
versity;*
4) "students may—by helping by the Unlveristy and by stu- the University and conform to
to guide the growth of Eastern- dents to an 3 Student Publica- established University regulabecome Involved in the building tions;
tions and pubUc laws.". I
26) President Martin support
of a better University."
Several clarifications of a few voting rights for students on the
29) The following questions
of toe proposals were made by Student Discipline Board and be answered in writing;
a) Why are Campus Food
different members of the Stud- for student and faculty mement Council. Those explan- bers on the Board of Regents; Services prices and Campus
27) At hearings before the Bookstore prices , .jomparPRICES600D THRU 5/18/70
ations will be printed in
parentheses in toe following Student Disciplinary Board stu- able but not lower Wan local
dents have the right of quali- private enterprises ithat are
list.
fied legal counsel who win be established to make/ a profit
We toe students of Eastern
the same right as the from their goods aad Services?
Kentucky University, propose granted
accused;
b) Why do fines 'for over(Photo by Schley Cox)
that:
28) The following policies due books go to the University
1) Mandatory class attendance be clarified in writing;
instead of to the lit
be abolished;
a) the "clear and present
2) The Student Council has danger" clauses that are stated
c) Why must a student be
the sols power of appointment in the Student Handbook be speci21 years of ago to live off-camof students to all University fied—pp. 55, 56, 64;
pus?
committees;
b) students accused of viod) Does the University pay
3) Students be Included in the lating
University regulations women professors lass than men
membership of all departmental and local,
state, or federal professors?
and inter-departmental curri- laws simultaneously
be grante) Do campus I employees
culum committees, hiring com- ed protection from double Jeoearn
the minimum page?
mittees,
teacher
evaluationand
imously approved a motion by
pardy and that the University
f) Why isn't tab coliseum
Jimmy Williams establishing a reblring committees;
sanctions from being swimming pool opened during
4.) Written criteria and pro- prevent
Black Panther Week to couneffected
until the accused Is
ter the "Old South Week" cedures for teacher hiring, proven guilty in a civil court of the Spring seme
g) What action has been
which was in mid April. A com- teacher evaluation, and teach- law;
er
reblring
be
redeveloped
and
mittee also was formed to study
ways of implementing the week. implemented;
5) Reasons and evaluation reThe proposals originally were ports be given in writing to
AS P I R I N
5gr. BO'S
presented to the president last teachers who are not rehlredFriday morning after he had ad- and that a hearing be granted
690 Value
dressed members of the Stu- If a teacher wishes to challenge
dent Association in Brock
the reasons;
Auditorium.
6) Every teacher be evaluaAlthough there are just seven
"Sirs In Brass", an aUted
yearly by each of his class- Easternlnstrumentalgroup, will members in .-toe group, they
A, group of black students
tnts went to Us office after es-and that the results be pub- be playing at the Mulebarn play a variety/of Instruments.
the Brock session and a small lished by the Student Associa- Eastern's off-campus student Two trumpet (Mayers can also
group discussed with him the re- tion;
center, this Saturday from double on thfuuegelhorn. A
7) All General Studies Courtenor saxophonist can play the
quests in his inner
office
3-4 p.m.
while the others waited outside. ses be evaluated by students
The group, as the name im- flute, and the bass guitarist
yearly:
plies, is composed mostly of occasionally plays the french
8) The ''Pass-Fall" system brass instruments, and has been horn.
*
be expanded to Include ail cue characterised by toe Lexington
Hays said that toe "Sirs"
courses and free electives;
Herald-Leader as "somewhat selection «f music for club
9) ROTC be made voluntary; Uke TiJuana(Brass)...but range dates usually are lnstrumen10) Proficiency exams be de- to more soft music and vo- tals, but that the group will
veloped for aU General Studies
sometime* do vocal numbers
HfletoTiSofMyHesd".
11) Advisors be appointed to
commltteemember
eachfield of study by upper disxtvision students majoring In that "more of a nightclub group...
at toe
"Tom Dooley and the Lever field;
I open to aU students,
lights" will be providing en13) The Free Speech Union or a show band...'' than a dance
• free of charge,
tertainment. Dress for the oc- be relnstated-and that the Stu- band.
said that refreshcasion will be formal.
Last
summer,
the
group
dent Association administer
ments %riU be available that
played
on
tour
in
Ohio,
Kentuthe program;
afternoon at the Mulebarn.
13) The University Center cky and Indiana nightclubs.
Board consist of a majority of
students and have a student
as chairman of the Board;
14) Women's hours be determined by the referendum of May
13,1970;
following a half-hour recess.
15) Armed Forces Recruiters
recruit In the University placeAt this time' students will
ment office not in the Student
divide into one of three groups
depending on their Interest
Union Building.
16)24- hour student health servThe groups will be designated as follows: presidents and
ices with competent doctors and
24-HOUR
FREE PICK UP
nurses be established-and that
vice presidents, social chairmen and secretaries, and treas- the new medical services facilECKER SERVICE
ity
be equipped to handle
urers.
AND DELIVERY
The groups will be led by emergency cases;
17) AU fire-arms be banned
administrators from the office of Student Affairs or by from campus;
18) Students be given preferstudents in campus leadership
i.
positions. Discussions will
ence before townspeople for all
campus Jobs;
pertain to successful adminis"For Ai Your
19) The Jurisdiction of Stutration of the offices concernPh 683-9158
ed with each caucus. Treas- dent Court be expanded to inurers for Instance will be
clude functioning as an apftimllfrH«*ri with university pelate court for cases handled
by dormitory Judicial boards;
accounting procedures.
Although the leadership clin20) President Martin should
ic is open to the student body, discuss policy, proposals, and
officers of organisations are action that theUnlversity is pur'.urCar-aV
especially
urged to attend. suing in Student Affairs, AcaThe leadership day is being demic Affairs, and Public Afsponsored by the Student As- fairs; (this would require Dr.
sociation and two academic non- Martin to speak to the Student
orarles Cwens and Omicron Council on one prescribed meeteach monttO
Alpha Kappa.

President Addresses Blacks
er 'Proposals' Submitted
(Continued tram Pa*e 1)
lies In the campus Infirmary,
■the president called the situaItion "one of the most difficult
[problems we are faced with"
and said that Eastern hopes
[to add -another nurse making
la total of five who will be avail [able.
» •
1 He added that a request
seeking financial support from
[ the University for black activities "would be directed to
| the University Center Board."
The president spoke for 80
| minutes, then answered questions for about 36 minutes
more. ' M
Iare.po.sw to one query.

he said that Kappa Alpha's "Old
South Week," because It has
become a custom, would not be
discontinued.
Answering another questionhe said that Eastern is not
going to bring Eldridge Cleaver
or H. Rap Brown to campus to
lecture but the University "will
have black lecturers you can
be proud to hear."
After President Martinand
about six other administrators
left the meeting, reaction to
his speech was mostly unfavorable. Approximately eight
BSU members expressed disappointment that more of their
requests had not been granted.
The organisation toon unan-

'Sirs In Brass'- Saturday

BAYER

Bayer
Aspirin

At 'Barn From 2 To 4

Ticket Sale Today And Tomorrow
For Freshman Formal Saturday
► ...

■)'.,'

Tickets are
(Thursday) and...
| the annual White itbitf Formal
which will be Saturday at toe
Martin H«ll Terrace from 9
p.m. to 1 a.m. in front of the

door will be $4.
Sponsored by the Freshman
Class, the dance is open to all

■W^BASBsft*

leadership Clinic Slated Saturday
To Prepare Students For 'Roles'
>Y STUART REAGAN
Staff Reporter
A leadership clinic for all
Interested Eastern students
is planned for this Saturday.
The program is designed to
make those students in leadership positions on campus
better able to perform their
roles.
'
The conference will convene in Martin Hall at 9 a.m.
The activities at Martin Hall
will last until 11:30 and be under the coordination of guest
counselor,. Dr.
Wesley L
Schmidt
Dr. Schmidt, who Is a pro-

fessor at Northern Illinois University is a specialist in the
area of human relations. Group
guidance, elementary guidance,
aad human relations in industries
are fields of study
where Dr. Schmidt is particularly proficient.
According to Robert Tarvin,
director of campus organisations, the clinic participants
win learn about group interaction in the morning session.
Tarvin said the program win
have an informal atmosphere.

r

The activity will reconvene
at noon In the Combs Building

Regent, Sen. Fred Bishop
Dies Friday At Age 60
Services were Sunday for
8enator Fred Bishop, of Manchester, who was a member
of Eastern's Board of Regents.
Dr. Robert R. Martin, president said, "In toe passing of
Senator Fred Bishop Eastern
Kentucky University has lost an
outstanding regent, an eminent,
alumnus, and a supporter of the
institution.
Fred Bishop has served with
great distinction in the State
Senate and in various capacities in his profession in toe
school .system of Clay County

... We express to Mrs. Bishop
and the family our deepest condolences.*'
Bishop, who became member
of the Board of Regents on
April 16, 1969, received his
bachelor or science degree from_
Eastern in 1956 and his
master of arts from Eastern in
1968.
Bishop was serving his second term In the Kentucky Senate, representing the 19th District
Bishop, 60, died last Friday.
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financial worries so you
can "live a little". You find
this happiness in bur special cash-value life insurance plans for Seniors and
Graduate Students.,
Add this special kind of
happiness to'your life —
I'll be glad to help you
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Charles Johnson
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1750 Alexandria Dr., Lexington, Ky.
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MOTION PICTTJBEl
ATTRACTIONS
HIRAM BROCK
AUDITORIUM
May 14*15
Thursday * FridayNo Movie—Dance Theatre

May IS—Saturday
FAB FROM THE
MADDENING CROWD OP
June OhrUUr, Terence Stamp,
Peter Finch, Alan Bates
Mar IS — MondayTHE STALKING MOON O
Gregory Peek, Eva Marie Saint,
Robert Forster
May It — Tuesday ^T~
No Movie —
Address, Stewart Udall
May 21 — Thursday
THE STERILE CUKOO GP
Lisa MiaeW, Wendell Burton
May tt~—Firday —
DOUBLE FEATURE!
IF
B
Malcolm McDowell, David Wood,
Richard Warwick,
Christine Noonan
Aad Second Feature
MEDIUM COOL
B
Boa art Forster, Verns Bloom
Selected Short Subjects AU
Programs — Ticket Office
Opens 7:80 FJL
Show Starts 8:00 P.M.
A emission lie
Children (under It) 50c

RICHMOND
DRIVE-IN THEATRE
4 MIIM Sow* on US. 23
Roe* • Hi. 43*4718

TONITE & FRIDAY

HERE
WE GO
H°e%TrIE

lies, Yes! But
$ Not All!

tommy
BWH

COLOR

Steaks. Seafood, ham and a red wfcaur —
PRIED CHICKEN! /WaVa boon refining aw din1940 aad wa'ra nighty
proud off the one iwe're presenting fa oar eustomers today. Thinfc of it as an adventure in good
eating!

menus* ONNMTaN
WIOSl GEKRN. KlUfCS PKStNTS

cmuinn
cwWlKina**'
■ ^TECHNICOLOR ®
-

COMING SOON:
PORTER WAGONER SHOW

tfjIG BOY
Across From The Campus
FOR CARRY OUT CALL 623-4100

Downtown
University Center
Richmond Plazi
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After A Hard Day's Night...
(Continued from Fag. 1)
KMt State student, and confirmed that he was indeed currently enrolled at the northern Ohio university.
After a night of waiting for
President Martin, the students
finally received word that the
President would discuss campus and national Issues in Brock
Auditorium at 9:15.
In announcing that Dr. Martin would speak with the students. President Pellegrlnon

urged the students to "give the
man a chance... they (University officials, Campus Security
and Richmond police) have given
us more than enough cooperation all night."
Before the students gathered
to march to the auditorium to
hear the President, Pellegrlnon reminded the demonstrators
that "President Martin can't
end the war, but he can at
least give us some kind of statemr-"'

Although about 128 students
had .pent the night In the ravine, Brock Auditorium was filled with about 800 students and
faculty members who had come
to hear the President's reactions to the evening's student
activities.
A sleepy-eyed, obviously exPellegrinon — still
bis black armband of
for the dead Kent
—remarked totheaudt he was' 'proud of what
here
last night
y)."

NI6HT PH. .23-4574

OFFICE Mi. .23-3138

517-3211
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Where it's easy to park
and a pleasure to shop
Open Every Night Until 9:00 P.M.

GIFTS AND CARDS
v ,,

Men's

Appreciation Expressed

i
Before Pellegrlnon introduced President Martin, he agaln expressed bis appreciation of the good conduct shown by
the Richmond Police, Eastern
Security officers and the demonstrating) students during the
entire 12-hour ordeal.
As President Martin began
his remarks, he reflected
Pellegrlnon's pride in the
peaceful demonstration, "At the
very outset I would like to commend the leadership of the student body ... and the statesmanship and maturity of the students on campus."
Dr. Martin then warned his
audience thai legislators In
Washington have not. bean so
happy with re :ent campus demonstratlons-that U.S. Representatlve
rl Perkins CDHlndman, Ky.O had Informed
him earlier In the week that
members of, the House Education and Labor Committee
had been considering Inserting
economic punitive measures into higher education bills If campus violence continues.
President Martin told the
audience that be bad recently
returned from a meeting of the
American Association of State
Colleges and . Universities
(AASCU) in lowa City, Iowa.
At that conference, he said, several university presidents had
sent a telegram to President Nixon, requesting that he
schedule meetings with some of
the nation's educators in an effort to discuss Immediate campus problems.
Not Time Or

Leather and Brass
■■mini I.W^WUL.HH

SANDALS
$6.95

214 WEST MAIN STREET

duct of Eastern students during
the demonstrations, he said that
news Is suppressed—but not, by
Eastern.
Dean Feltner explained that
the newspapers around thestate
decide the amount of coverage
any event will receive.
News Released
Feltner said that reports of
the campus demonstrations at
Eastern were sent to the Louisville Courier-Journal, the Associated Press, the Lexington
Herald and to the Richmond
Dally Register at 10 o'clock
Thursday night by Eastern News
Director Brown Lee Yates.
All stories submitted to the
Courier-Journal and the Lexington Herald-both morning papers-must be reported before a
late evening deadline--approximately at 10 o'clock.
The dean said that the complete story of the two-day demonstrations would be released
to the state press that day.
"We have a free press on this
campus—everybody has a right
to speak for himself," be said.
In commenting on the small
coverage of the demonstrations
la Friday morning's CourierJournal, he said, "I had much
rather see a little paragraph
about peaceful demonstrations
at Eastern than all the front
page coverage that UK has been
getting this week."
Little Publicity

The dean was referring to a
one-paragraph mentioning of
Eastern's demonstration In the
Friday Courier, as opposed to
the well - publicized violent
campus disruptions at the Unlversity of Kentucky throughout last week.
One of the other questions
which had been composed for
President Martin asked about
the housing priorities given to
the Counter-Guerilla Raiders,a
campus military fraternity.
The C-G's are the only fraternity on campus with private
houslng-Stateland Hall.
President Martin told the
audience that the fraternity had
no permanent contract to live
In the house, and that they had
petitioned for its use only after
the basketball team moved to
other dormitories on campus.
"Stateland is not a clubhouse," Martin said, "It is a

Asked by a studenti
not come to speak toy
tern demonstrators
day night, Dr. Martini
he felt that 'UJg
time nor
Issues objectively.
men on campus, then we will
President Martin's i
re-assess the housing situtatioa
pose In speaking to thei
at Stateland."
'
on Friday morning,hei
One of the more controverto answer the several quc
sial questions presented to Preswhich had been collected taring ident Martin asked wIryEastern
the students' all-night kvlne ,tiu has mandatory ROTC.
"sleep-in."
The first of the questii
ed why news of the E
ROTO Evaluation
demonstrations had been\kept
from the slat, news mi
The president told the quesDr. Martin responded that there
has never, to his knowledge, tioners that "you might noft*
been any suppression of news like the answer I'm going to
give you...there are 1,200 col- j
coming from Eastern.
President Martin then galled leges and universities in theUon Donald Feltner, Dean of Pub- nlted States. If a boy doesn't
want to take ROTC, he has
lic Affair., to more fully
1,200 choices besides Eastern." ■
wer the query.
President Martin did clte,wAfter Dean Feltner add
however, recent efforts of the •
expression of pride for
administration to change ROTC |§
policies at Eastern.
In I960, the President said.

a committee recommended that
Eastern's mandatory ROTC be
reduced to one year from the
former two-year basic course.
Beginning with last semester's freshmen. Eastern men
are required to take only two
semesters Of military science,
and they may choose other,
non-military courses for the
next two semesters.
Martin pointed out mat the
committee which recommended
the ROTC changes provided in
its report that Eastern's military science program again be
re-evaluated during the spring
semester, 1971.
Another policy at Eastern
which the demonstrating studA
ents Indicated that they would
like to see ended is the car- \
rylng of firearms by, security
officers and by Kentucky State
Police taking classes at the Unlversity.
Guns Authorized
Through occasional antagonistic shouts by students in
the Friday morning audience
who disagreed with Dr. Martin's
position on the matter, the
President said that "security officers are peace off leers—
and peace officers are authorized to carry guns."
"Unfortunately, this Is not a
perfect world," he said, "if we
don't need police protection on
Eastern's campus, men we can't
need It anywhere else In the
world, either."
Explaining the presence of
armed Lexington and Kentucky
State Policemen at Eastern, Dr.
Martin said that the men are
just temporarily off-duty for the
purpose of attending classes at
the University.
"I guess they could leave
their guns in their cars," the
president said, "But what is
your great fear of the gun,
anyway?"
He said that he would "go
into the problem" of armed
men on campus.
Southeast Asian Feeling
One of the questions in the
students' list to President Martin requested him to write President Nixon, Informing the Chief
Executive how Eastern felt
about. U.S. Involvement in Southeast Asia.
"I will write the President,"
Dr. Martin said, "And I want
you to write Him/too.:, your
letter will carry as much weight
as anyone's will."
When asked by a student if
he would write in behalf of the
entire University, Dr. Martin
declined, saying, "Anyone who
says he speaks for 9,661 students is a liar...any one who says
that he speaks for 500 facultymembers is a liar."
He suggested to the students
in the audience that they might
send a petition to President
Nixon, presenting their antiwar sentiments.
Asked if he personally supported President Nixon's decision to expand the Vietnam War
into Cambodia, Martin revealed
that he believed that a majority of Americans now feel
that the United States' Initial
steps to fight in Vietnam was
a "blunder."
"I support Nixon because h.

CORNER NORTH SECOND & IRVINE ST.
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY

Where You Get Qualify
One-Hour Dry Cleaning And
Three-Hour Shirt Service
6 Days A Week

ON A BICYCLE
Drawing

Pointed' Remark
President Robert R. Martin spoke to a capicity crowd in Brock Auditorium ., Friday
. mprning concerning a list of questions which
had been drawn up during the night by stu-

dents who had spent the night in the .ravine
to, memory of the students, alatn aV.K«*V
State. .Wniversity.
„
(Photo by Schley Cox)
■

The AAUP suggests that
first-year professors may be
dismissed without cause, and
must be notified of their dismissal by March 1 of their second semester of teaching (under
Eastern's academic calendar).

"No," . answered Eastern*
president "I firmly believ«
that nothing should stand in the
way of your education."

Teacher Dismissals

Explaining the policy of dlsmissal without cause, Presldent Martin said, "They (the
professors) seldom tail us mat

"At any rate," the presld
said, "I am definitely
to making a holiday at Eastern
out of a tragedy at Kent State.'

He also reminded the students
that he has appeared at Student
Council meetings twice this
year to discuss student grievance*.
The months - old Issue of
teacher dismissals exhumed
Itself at Friday's student meeting with the President. One
student charged that University
faculty members had been "afraid" to participate in the
Thursday night march for fear
that thelrv positions at Eastern
would be endangered by such
political Involvement
Dr. Martin answered the
student's question with one of
his own—"Are they afraid?
They shouldn't be afraid. I just
can't believe that they would
be afraid of losing their jobs

•THI*
MOBILE HOMESl
trea. Kentucky I

Fair Treatment
He said mat non-tenured professors who were dismissed
after their probationary period
had all been treated fairly under the AAUP rules.

they have planned to quit—why
should we tell them?"
President Martin further explained mat a professor who has
received tenure can only be dttlcharged by an action of trie
Board of Regents. ,
•;
>o
One of the questions presented by the students was quickly and emphatically given Va
negative answer by President
Martin In Friday's meeting:
Would classes be dismissed
Friday in memory of the death
students at Kent State?
•*I
Ne Class Dismissal

BIH
SM0IS
University
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...for participating in the student demonstrations."
President Martin then repeated the hlrlng-flrlng policy
guidelines set by the American Association of University
Professors (AAUP).

•*MWf

Sat.. May 30th.

■

is Our President," Martin said;
"But I'll tell you this: I have
never cast a vote for him. I
will not vote, for him If he runs
again."
President Martin received
thunderous applause after his
statement of disagreement with
President Nixon.
In answering the questions
presented to him by the students, Dr. Martin admitted that
he was somewhat "confused"
by a question which criticized
the University's President as
being Inaccessible or unresponsive to students who desire to discuss campus; problems with him.
He said that his "office door
has been open to students all
during the 10 years I have been
president of Eastern...It will always remain open."

i

■
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Pellegrinon.Is Grateful
For March Cooperation

in Memory
ft was dark and cold last Thursday night and
"" udents were solemn ai they participated In
e candlelight memorial sbrvjce fibr the four

slain Kent State University students.
(Photo by Schley Cox)

r
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Oftfega Phi Psi Is Now National
Eastern received one more
Ittohal social fraternity on
8, as Omega Phi Psl conthree weeks of pledging
Induction ceremonies to
ime a chapter of Omega
Phi, a 5B year-old national
fraternity with over 100 chapacross .The United States.
is members of the Eastern
the charter
national membership.
Robert warfleld, the outlag President of the campus
traternlty, said yesterday that
the fraternity's national office
will assipi the Eastern group
a chapter name within the next
t( weeks,
Nsw officers for Eastern's
oaapter of Omega Psl Phi are:
President—Russell Bshanan;
Vice-president— Ronnie Pennlngton;
Secretary--Larry
Connor;- Treasurer--Rodney
Dunn; Correspondence Secretary—Phillip Brown; and Sergeant -at -Arms—Jimmy Welch.
Omega Psl Phi was founded
on November 19, 1911 by Ernest I. Just at Howard University in WashingtonjD.C. : "
Dr. Kenneth Clawson Dsan
of Richmond Community College, is in Taxes this week
helping evaluate Hill Junior
College for accreditation. He
is serving as 'a member of
a Southern Association of Colleges and Schools
Visiting
,Tsam.
Other members of the team
corns from colleges and universities in Florida, North Carolina Alabama, Georgia, and
Virginia. These men are qualified educators who try to Identify the strengths and weaknesses, the problems and solutions of the schools seeking
accreditation.
This visit to Hillsboro makes
the fourth time in recent years
that Dr. Clawson has served
on SACS visiting teams. Two of
the others have been to colleges in Tans.

1

i

Between 100 and 150 students peacefully
marched in protest of United States Involvement In Southeast Asia at the President's
ROTC Review last Thursday. Here demon-

strators are following ROTC members away
from the Colesium parking lot.
(Photo by Greg Whalen)

)

Between 100 and 150 young off ths lot.
persons protested peacefully
Ths protestors had sat genlast Thursday at ths annual
erally peacefully during ths
President's and Dean's Review actual ceremonies. They stood
of ths Corps of Cadets •* and cheered for 30 seconds at
Alumni Coliseum parking lot.
the close of award presentations.
.
The protestors carrying a
Many of them also flashed
wooden cross, American flag,
and various signs, followed the the peace symbol during ths
ROTC companies as they paraded National Anthem. One of ths
see
group's largest signs read "war
is not a parade."

Some of the protestors and
some of the cadets, wore black
armbands. Approximately 25
cadets Joined the parade of
protestors aftertke ROTC companies bad marched off the lot
and disbanded.1
There was also an obscenity
yelled from Ike direction of
the cadets at the protestors
during ths national Anthem.
Conversely, one sign held by

a non-protestor read "I went and
I'm proud of it. Support law
enforcement."
At ths opening of the ceremonies, flags In front of Alumni Coliseum were lowered to
half staff "in memory of and

Jiisiry 6ndnte$ Take Note!
Friday. May 29, is ths dead^'
line for January, 1971, graduates

Delta Theta Is Now
Delta Sigma Theta

mons, Linda Cox, Debora EdThs members of Delta Theta wards, Karen Edwards, Mary
Sorority wars Inducted into the Ola Gray, Sandra Horsley,San'Eta Rho Chapter of Delta Sig- dra Jones, Eloise McKltrlc,
ma Theta Sorority on May 9. Barbara McWhorter, Regina
The ceremony was held at 9 p.m. Mason, MUdred Payne, Jacquin the Blue Room of the Student eline Reed, Letltia Thompson
and Miller son Wilklns.
.Union Building.
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority
Representatives from Eta
Omicron Chapter of Morehead Inc. was founded in 1918 by
State University and Alpha PI 22 Howard University (WashChapter of Kentucky State Col- ington, D.C.) undergraduates as
a public service organisation.
lege were also present.
Delta Theta was established
The 17 charter members
of Eta Rho Chapter are: Re- as a local sorority during ths
vella Abercrumble, Yvonne E. second semester of' the 4068*
69
\Clsx^Bysiyj}£oJi
«=•=

respect for " the four students
who had been slain May 4 at
Kant State University.
After ths ceremonies, ths
protestors
marched to the
ravins and then to other parts
of campus.

to applyfor graduation.Students
should apply at the office of their
college dean.

Quick, Friendly Service
SEftVICE

ROAD
24
PHONE 623-3141

DUANE PARSONS. OWNER

D&E
■■

m"

*

*T<**H

SHOP MON. - THURS. 9:00 -5:30
FRIDAY 9:00 - 9:00. SATURDAY 9:00 -8:00
SHOP OUR CATALOG DESK 623-7140

All our 3.98 Towncraft
sport shirts on salel

sew

Prices effective thru Saturday!

for

Robsrt Worthlngton, a formsr Eastern student and son

White Dyles

■

Protest At ROTC Awards Day

I

CMHstHft

SANDALS

■

Students Protest At ROTC Review

Commended

Summer
>

PsUsgrinon
extended his
appreciation to all other University personnel who aided In
the li-hour-long event.
The Studsnt Association President reserved his greatest
thanks to the approximately
1 200 Eastern students who kept
the demonstrations non-violent.
In a statement to The Prograss. PsUsgrinon said:
'* For tares years I have heard
it said that Eastern students
are apathetic—that they don't
cars about the war in Vietnam—that they don't care about
what Eastern's administration
says or doss.
"The events of Thursday even-,
log completely contradicted this
notion." Nearly 2,000 students
(Pellegrlnon's figure) showed
that they did care—that they
were concerned and that they
wanted to become part of the
decision-making process.
"They were united as they
have never been united. They
acted as one seeking solutions to
common problems. This feeling of oneness continued
throughout Friday morning as
they met with the President."
see

tor, has been selected as a of an Eastern alumni, was killed
Washington Summer Intern for In Cambodia test week by a
the federal government in lsndmlns.
Ths son of Dr. Robert WorthWashington, D.C.
Cowne, who wUl graduate lngton, a 1S48 graduate of
from Eastern this month, was Eastern,!romTrenton. New Jerone of three Eastern students sey, Worthlngton was enroUsd
whose names were submitted here in the fall of 1968 and
as nominees to the program. planned to re-enter after comCowne was selected for the ap- P
His brother.ClsuteaWorS EK.U StUUeiltS
pointment from more than 1,600
lngton.
is at Eastern on a bashonor students from flOO American colleges and universities. tetbali scholarship.
The United States ClvU Ser•••
Eastern's Alumni Associavice makes ths appointments
Eastern Art Students An- tion executive committee has
of the 400 college students who
are employed by the federal nual Exhibition will open Mon- commended Eastern students
day. May 18, in Cammack Gal- "for displaying "maturity and
government every summer.
Cowne's assignment for the lery, and run through May 31. composure during a critical
Entries must be brought to time In our nation's history."
summer is to the Office of the
The resolution also recogniAssistant Secretary of Defense Cammack by noon tomorrow,
(Systems Analysis) at the Pent- (Friday). Entries wUl be se- sed "the efflcent leadership of
lected late tomorrow or Sat- James Pellegrlnon, Studsnt Asagon.
urday. Rejected work must be sociation president, and other
claimed and removed Monday. officers of the association."
•••
Gallery hours
are 8 a.m.The council praised student
5:10 p.m. Monday-Friday. It leadsrs for efforts to maintain
Dannis Whitcopf. Edward will be open by appointment order on campus while students
Kirk. Jamas Wright, Ronald' Saturdays. A reception for stu- across toe nation wars demonIsaacs, Phillip Harris, and B.C. dents, faculty and public will strating, often violently, in proHals u of Eastern will Join be held Sunday, May 81,1:30- test of toe killing of four Kent
State University students last
other members of ths Kentucky S p.m.
Work must be claimed Mon- week and American Involvement
Guild of Artists and Craftsmen
et the'Indian FortTheatre in day. June 1, before 5:10 p.m.
Barea, May
tf-H^&'«»" ' ^ ^ '*' ""' I - ' '' "
fourth annual Kentucky Guild
Fair.
Many of ths exhibitors will
have sales booths and demonstrations. Handmade items
will include such traditional
products as cornsbuck dolls
and flowers, hand-dipped candles, pottery, quilts, and rugs
niAur FIRST
r-iric?T QUALITY
nilAI ITV m*
ALWAYS
as well as contemporary art in
ths form of paintings, prints,
sculptors and Jewelry.
These faculty members wUl
exhibit and sell paintings, sculpture, Jewelry, wrought iron,
graphics and ceramics.

Students have been asked to
cooperate in locating a yellowbrown German Shepherd which
has been seen on campus. The
dog has bitten Greg Unterbrink,
son of Eastern controller
ees
Howard Unterbrlnk. The youth
Delays In printing caused in- will have to undergo a series
pert by a recent truck strike of painful rabies shots If the
have possibly postponed the dis- dog is notfound. Mr. Unterbrlnk
tribution of the 1070 Milestone or the Campus Security should
to Monday, May 25. Students be notified if the dog is capmay obtain the yearbook la the tured.
Coliseum.
•ee
•••
Charles Thomas cowns, an
Eastern senior economics ma-

Student Association President
James V. Pellegrlnon,
In an interview Sunday night,
said that he had many people
to thank for the success and
peaceful climate of last week's
student actions protesting United
States' involvement in Southeast Asia and the memorial
service for the four Kent Stats
University students killed Hay'
4.
PsUsgrinon said that be
was Impressed with the "sound
Judgement" used by Eastern
Security police and the Richmond City Police Force in dealing with the student demonstrations.
He also said that be would
like to extend appreciation to
Frlsch's Restaurant and to Tree
Bear Gentries for coffee and
doughnuts which were given to
the Eastern students who spent
Thursday night in the ravins.
PsUsgrinon also commended the action of Dsan of Women Mary Ingels allowing Eastern co-eds who were taking
part in the demonstrations to
stay out of the dorms all Thursday night for the detnonstra-

TO

ALL SHIRTS REGe »5, NOW 3 FOR »12
KNIT

KNIT

KNIT

WOVEN

WOVEN

WOVEN

shirt, that sports high
crew neck, styling short
sleeves. 100% acrylic
knit that keeps its
shape. Several bright
fashion colors. S-M-LXL
3 for $10

shirt! A Ban-ton* Texturixsd* shirt of
100% nylon that
couldn't look better.
Has high crew neck
styling and short
sleeves. Top new
shades.
3 for $10

A fine leisure wear
topper I 100% polyester scramble stitch knit,
with mock turtleneck
and short sleeve styling. Fashion stripes.
S-M-L-XL. 3 for $12

shirt features smart
regular collar styling,
2 chest pockets and
short sleeves. 50%
Fortrel* polyester/
50% combed cotton
Penn-Prsst. Plaids.

shirt that takes a traditional turn withclassic buttondown collar,
placket front, tapered fit. Short sleeves.
Polyester/combed cotton oxford. Penn-Prest.
Colors.
3 for $10

shirt features buttondown collar and comfortable short sleeves.
50% Fortrei* polyester/50% combed cotton Penn-Prest so it
nssds no ironing.
Plaids.
3 for $10

3 for $10

K
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Uaivonify In
10*
SAMPLE SHOES
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■flrAwirirard » Motors * Shoppers Charge
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Colonels Out Of Conference Race

The View

From Here
■

!■
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Iv Kill PARK Progress Sports Efilor

1967... 1970
Footbftll season, 1967, was the beginning and now, baseball
season, 1970, is the end. By no means the end of the Eastern
sports' picture but the end of my duties as your sports editor
of The Eastern Progress.
These past three years will not bo soon forgotten by this
writer.
Beginning next week, the sports* section, like all other parts
of the paper, will be under new leadership.
It all began with the 1967 football season and the winning of
the OVC. We thought that this was the biggest thing to come
along In quite some time, but , gladly, we were mistaken. A
bowl victory over Ball State in the Grantland Rice Bowl soon
followed.
Basketball season of that year started on a happy note as the
Colonels downed the 1966 NCAA runner-up (Dayton) and
top-ranked Marshall. A one-day holiday came to the Eastern
campus because of these two basketball victories and the accomplishments of the football team.

\i

Some of the other big stories that broke during these three
years were the Eastern Eels complete domination of the Kentucky Inter-Collegiate Swimming Championships through all
three years; Grant Colehour and Ken Silvlous becoming Eastern's first University Division All-Americans; Teddy Taylor's
selection to the first team All-American football squad; and
Eastern's spoiling of the Western Homecoming in 1968 before
20,000 fans packed into L.T. Smith Stadium and another 2,800
watching from adjacent streets. There were others but space
does not permit mention of these.
Without the help of several people, these stories would have
never reached this publication.
Advisers Glen Kielne 0967-69) and Donald Feltner (1969present) also Dean of Public Affairs, have contributed many
excellent suggestions and helpful advice on articles appearing
on these sports' pages.
Dave Vance, Sports Information Director, and Schley Cox,
University photographer, have added to these pages with releases and pictures, respectively.
But to our sports' staff must go a special note of thanks.
These writers have made these pages attractive and readable
to the readers with their sports stories. This staff and the
areas they covered areas follows: Jack Frost, pre-game football and basketball stories, plus full coverage of the freshmen basketball and the baseball teams; AL Clark, coverage of
the basketball team, plus numerous features on individuals
from assorted Eastern teams; Ray Walker, coverage of the
cross country, wrestling, and tennis teams; Bob Babbage
football and golf; Charles Dorroh- swimming and track
squads; and Doug Vance and Adele Herald-men's and women's
lntramurals.
We hope that you. the readers, have enjoyed these past three
years as much as this writer baa.

HORSES:
Daniel Boone Riding Stable
Phone 744-832ST or 744-5«19.
Highway 227. V/i miles from
Boonesboro State Park Toward Winchester.
Trait rides, moonlight rides
and a picnic area

BY JACK FROST
The double-header decided ionship. Murray won two games
Staff Sports Reporter
who would represent the OVC from visiting Middle Tennessee
The baseball season ended Eastern Division in the champ- by identical 1-0 scores Tuesday
abruptly for - the Colonels
as they went down to a double
defeat at the hands of Tennessee
Tech in the showdown for the
Eastern Division title at Cookevllle. Tenn. last Tuesday.
Eastern went down to Tech
with hopes of winning two of
three games, but fine pitching
by the Golden Eagles completely stymied the Colonel batters.
Tech beat Eastern's ace hurler
Don McCullough 6-2 in the
oepner and then managed three
runs off righthander Larry Robertson in the nightcap as It won
3-0.
If Eastern had won two games
against Tennessee Tech then
the Colonels would have earned
the right to meet the winner of
the Western Division this Friday on the letter's home field.
The Golden Eagle's record
isn't too impressive if you look
at the overall mark (20-18) but
they stormed to a 9-3 mark In
the Ohio Valley Conference. They
owned a 14-2 record at one
point in the season but then
went into a tailspin and tost
nine games straight.
In the case Eastern and Tech
had split its two
games
on Tuesday there would have
been a tie and a third game on
Wednesday would have been
necessary to break the deadlock.
The Colonels who were a
young and slightly inexperienced team going Into the season bad been picked to finish
no better than mlrdlp the Eastern Division of the OVC. They
bettered that prediction and
surprised everyone with their
Charlie Bldwell, Eastern's leftfielder, walks around in pain
final 17-10 record.
after he was hit by a foul (?) ball in the doubleheader with
Morehead. The umpires did not see the play, much to the
The losses to Tech left
chagrin of head coach Charles "Turkey" Hughes and assistEastern with a 7-8 OVC mark.

Cmon Ump, Wake Up!

BY AL CLARK
Staff Sports Reporter
Once again, the Eastern Eels
showed their class. This time it
was at their Annual Awards
Banquet In the Student Union
Building Private Dining Room.
The Eastern Swimming
Team, coached by Don Combs
and assisted by Dan Lichty
showed a gathering of 78 people
Just what it's like to be a winner.
Combs couldn't say enough
nice things about all his swimmers Monday night after the
Eels Won an uprecedented eighth Kentucky Intercollegiate
Swimming (and Diving) Championship and the ninth in 12 years.
The Eel record for the year
Just completed was 10 wins
against only four setbacks.
Seniors Lacy Hagood (Falls
Church, Va.). John Buckner
(Tampa. FlaJ. and Gree Marquis
(Erlanger, Ky.)
all
received Eastern watches for
lettering for four consecutive
years.
Hagood, only beaten three

Of America
• • • feat IN HH) the ire insurance plan designed especiaty lor colegt men. sold exclusively
to college men. Ask now about THE BENEFACTOR"

times In the last four years,
also won All-American honors
and was a co-captain along with
Buckner.
Buckner walked away from
the gathering with the most awards. He garnered a watch,
was a one time All-America,
holds the school record for toe
100-yard backstroke event and
was chosen by his teammates
as toe "Most Valuable Swimmer" for toe year Just completed.
Presidential Scholar-Athlete
Awards were presented to Bob
Sandford, Ken Klein and Chrl*
Webb by Eastern Board of Regents member Robert Begley.
. A 110 Per Cent Award was
presented to Jim Swan by
Combs. Swars * a Junior from
Levlttown, Pa., and a transfer
student from Lehigh University
in Allentown, Pa., collected 52
out of a possible 56 pointer

at this year's KBC Meet
Swars. has also collected four
team records.
The "Most Improved Swimmer" Award, also presented
by Combs went to John Davenport. Davenport (Chattanooga,
Tenn.) holds the record for the
200-yard backstroke and Improved his Individual medley
performance almost six full
seconds.
Eel KISC glasses (six to a
set) were presented to: Davenport, Alan Bokelman, Ron Hollhan, Pete Reed (who wsAdeftr
cribed, ''a* a powerful person" by Combs and who collected 53 of 56 KISC points),
and Buckner. Buckner was toe
top point producer for the year
for the Eels.
Combs cited Ken Murray
(Eastern's head athletic trainer) and Mrs. Minnie Coleman
(athletic department secretary)

for their help throughout the
season.

■

Combs also noted the fine
achievements of his divers.
Lichty who works primarily with the divers, said, "These
boys have a bright future
in intercollegiate diving. If s
a pleasure to work with these
type fellows."
There are three divers on
the squad, all of which will return for competition next year.
They are:, Scott Gallant, Sandford and Ken Walters*

SB
■

I

Returning for the Eels next
year will be: Juniors, Jay Chanley and Pete Reed; sophomores,
Holihan, the Bokelman twins
(Al and Dave), Klein, Bob Webler and Link Dorroh;freshmen,
Davenport, Jim Callahan, Webb,
Don Yellman, Al South worth and
EarlRobbins.

*

BY CHABIJW DORROH
Staff Sports Reporter
The Eastern Kentucky Track.
Team moves Into mis weekend's OVC Championships fresh
from consecutive victories over Morehead and Kentucky
State. May 4 the thlnclads
were led by Ron White, Ken
Silvlous, Ron Bock, Gerry Scaringi, and Arthur Howard, all of
whom captured first places in
their events. The team defeated
Morehead.
This past weekend, the EKU
■ team hosted Morehead and Kentucky State and came away the
easy victors. The speedsters
were lead once again by Silvlous, Bock, and Lewis. Each
one captured first place. Sil-

vlous turned In the excellent
time of 4:13 in the mile and In
the same event Kraiss of EKU
finished third In the time of
4: SO. Bock had an excellent
afternoon, as he tied for first
in the high hurdles with team
mate Ron Johnson both In the
time of 15.0. Bock came back
to win the Intermediate Hurdles
in 64.8, and ran a leg in the winning Medley Relay.
Merv Lewis ran well also,
as be won the 440 run in 40.0
and was a member of the Medley Relay. Other Eastern runners who fared well in the meet
were Howard, finishing first
in the 100 yd dash and running in the Sprint Medley. Howard Is considered by the Coor-

ier-Journal as a good bet
to qualify in the 100 yard dash
at the upcoming OVC meet
In laying out his strategy for
this weekend, Coach Plummer
commented that "although we
realize that we don't have the
depth to win the Conference
championships, we have some
outstanding runners who I
expect to finish well. Among
these are Silvlous in the one and
three mile, Lewis In the 440,
and Bock in the hurdles. I also
look for Harold Burke to make a
fine showing In the meet, as
well as Howard in the sprints.

Scaringi Runs Hard

Gerry Scaringi finishes the last leg of the 440-yard relay.
Scaringi is a junior from Bronx, New York. The Eastern
track team wilj compete in the Ohio Valley Conference track
meet in Murfreesboro, Tenn., this weekend.
• Photo by Schley Cox)

Bob Wiegele Of Cincinnati
Signs With Colonels

c

v

Bob Wiegele, a 6-7, 215pound first team All-City forward from Cincinnati Roger Bacon High School, has signed a
grant-in-ald with Eastern.
Wiegele averaged 20 points
and 14 rebounds per game in
leading Roger Bacon to the No.
2 rating in the Cincinnati area.
I will not enter a boy in an
He was signed at his home by
•vent If It will hinderbim in his Eastern assistant Tommy Harbest event. We want everyone per.
to turn in his best effort in
hopes that the standards for the
Nationals might be met"

"Bob is a tremendous corS^
ner prospect," said Harper. 'I
saw him in action several times
this past season and we're convinced he has unlimited potential."

Karl Park (Progress Sports
As the meet shapes up, it Editor).
Jack Frost and Al Clstands to be a dual between ark (staff sports writers) will
homestandlng Murray and arch be the guests of the Cincinrival Western. Western is con- nati Reds tomorrow night (Frisidered the favorite, but a few day) for the Annual College
surprises might develop , and Sports Editors Night.
make the outcome different than
The Progress threesome will
expected.

taurant as guests of the Reds.
Also a press conference Is
scheduled with various Reds
players and they will also attend the ball game vs. Atlanta.
The same three Progress
writers were the guests of the
Cincinnati Bengals in the fail
of last;

"He's an excellent shooter,
has great power, and unususf
quickness for his size," Harper said. "He's a natural college forward."

Staff To Make Cincinnati Trip
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"\ Eastern went into the bottom
of the seventh trailing
6-2 and Tech appeared to be quite
confident. But the lead was
chopped down in a hurry by a
two run blast by second base- )
man Buzz Ashby. Four batters
later first baseman Cralg
(Festus) Miiburn sent a line
drive over the left cehterfleld
fence and Eastern had staged
the comeback of the year.
Transy was Just not in Easern's class-on Saturday as the
Colonels handily defeated the
20-2 for their easiest win of the
year.
Eastern, hurler Bob Hudson,
a righthander sophomore, picked
up the win in that game.
Ashby paced the Colonel hitters
at the plate with three singles
in three trips to the plate.
Power
was supplied by
Charlie
Bidwell
and reserve Robin Story as each
collected a homerun. It was
BldweU's second homer of the
season and Story's first blast.
The entire squad will return next year except for
pitchers McCullough and Robertson who are seniors. Only
one of the regular eight starters for Eastern will be a senior next season, Miiburn.
with the added experience
of a championship drive and the i
accompanying pressure Eastern* j
could be the team to beat in

Track Team Heads To Murfreesboro
Fresh From Two Consecutive Wins

.

feOlnT ... yea

ant Jack Llewelyn. Bidwell (left) even took off his shoe and
his sanitary hose in an attempt to change the umps' decision,
but to no avail.
(Photo by Schley Cox)

Last weekend Eastern met
Tennessee Tech in a twlnblll
on Friday and then hosted
Transylvania on Saturday.
A dramatic last inning
comeback enabled the Colonels
to take the nightcap over the
Tennesseans, 7-6, after they had
dropped the opener 6-3,

Eastern Swimmers Hold Banquet;
Buckner Voted Most Valuable Eel

College Life Insurance Company

NOW.

for the Western Division title, gin with a double-header on
Murray will host the best- Friday. A thirdgame, if needed,
of-three series, which will be- will be .played on Saturday.

about the IQIBPACTOK
the pofcy

Bon House
Seles Represented

Will travel up to

selOUMI
• • •

623-1459

250 miles without

for

travel expenses
See William A. Manz
"Associate Alumni"
Your College Life Representative
113 Windsor Drive 623 6460

Kentucky Central Life Insurance Company
At Eastern Kentucky University
Phil Ruchka Aoency, 235 Wayne Dr. 623-7966

KEN

LW

PHONE S23-7383
527-34(0
■IO

RICHMOND,

MILL

AVENUE

KENTUCKY

404 7 5

Many good life insurance and savings plans are
being offered to college seniors and graduate stuv
dents today, but one stands head and shoulders
above the others. c It's Kentucky Central's University Key Plan. Better protection. Better provisions.
No military exclusions. «Talk to Kentucky Central's
University Key representative on your campus
today. For a better future. With the standout.

H
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-Jim launders Hopes So

Something mat Jim > didn't reasons.
played and enjoyed throughout play a match with another
'I'd like to pursue my game my first match and playing be. "I knew a couple of players
a parson's life.
after I finish with college com- fore some of my buddies I did laugh at happened at the OVC
school, we're usually paired
petition. Someday, if I get a pretty good. I shot a four un- Match three years ago. During on the team because wa played
For one to be considered an with someone from the other
excellent golfer, one has to team. When you're out on the
couple Of the right breaks I'd der par v 68 to lead not only the first day of competition Jim together during toe summer
play the game better than most course for three or four and
certainly like to turn profes- all the Eastern golfers but al- carded a two under par 70 for months in a few tournaments.
of one's counterparts. For this five hours with the same guy
sional," Saunders said. "But in so aU of U.S.'s too. That match 18 holes. He was In pretty good Also I like the people down
order to be a professional, one gave me all the confidence I spirits until the following after- here. Everybody was so friendto happen many years of prac- you learn quite a bit about peoneeded for the rest of the year. noon, Saunders shot an even ly, really easy to get to know."
tice and actual playing has got ple In general. Experiences like has to spend at least five hours
Saunders doesn't spend all hia
"That first match certainly 80 during toe second day of the
per
day
on
toe
course,
and
I
to be involved.
that can't be learned in the
dont' mean playing. You've got proved to be a rewarding one tournament.
free time on the course. Ha
However, Just like everything classroom, they've got to be
to go out and practice. That
Things sort of balance out partakes in chess and officiates
for me. I guess I'll never forelse, there are exceptions. One practical," Saunders said.
doesn't mean playing 18 holes get it."
though. His best day came at baseball, football and basketball
of the Eastern stalwarts on the
Golf One-Man Sport
Everything isn't always that the Georgetown Country Club. games on toe freshmen and Jungolf course is an exception.
Saunders talks like he's and quitting for the day. That
"I wish I could play all toe ior varsity high school level in
means
going
out
there
and
workHe's Jim Saunders.
superficial
for Jim. There was
learned a bit about himself from
Saunders, a Junior from Sa- golf too. "Golf is a one man ing with one specific club un- a time that be felt kind of sil- time the way I did at George- Salem, Indiana.
lem, Indiana, didn't start play- sport so-to-speak. It's not like til you're a master and can do ly , to say the least on the course. town that day. I shot a six un«ythlng with it," Saunders "We were playing at the Dan- der par 67. A score like that
ing until he was IS years old. basketball or football in-asSaunders may not be an Arnville Country Club," Jim.said. you Just don't forget for a old Palmer, Jack Nlcklaua or
Id.
An age considered to be quite much as if a fellow is having
old to have progressed as far a bad game the coach can make
'Thus far one thing has been "At Danville they have two while," Saunders said.
Orvllle Moody
., but don't
Five other colleges (Indiana count him out yet. Remember,
as Jim has in only seven years. substitutions. In golf after left out of Saunders' college cups on the greens and switch
Indiana University, Ball he's only a newcomer to toe
At Present A Scratch Golfer
you've teed off it's you against golf days. That's anOhio Valley holes after each group gets State,
Stat,
Southern
Illinois and Evdone
with
thathole.
Well...As
Conference
Championship.
It's
game. He's a scratch golfer and
At present, Saundera is a toe other guy, and no subs come
been quite a few years since the our foursome was approaching ansville ) were after Saunders only at the age of 22. Jim's
acratch golfer. That is one who In for you. _ ,§/
"Golf la Just like life to some Eastern golfers have captured the green of tola particular hole services after high school. Jim birthday is today (Thursday).
doesn't possess a handicap. A
to come to the Rlch- Happy Birthday, Jim Saunders.
scratch golfer usuaUy hits par extern. In golf I sat goals for that crown and Jim would like I though I aaw toe fellow move decided
mond
campuafor
two fairly good
the
pin
to
the
other
hole.
Ev(considered 72 on most courses) myself and try to meet them. to be a part of the group that
erything
seemed
to
be
going
does
it
It's Just like when I'm not on
whenever he plays.
"It was in my first match all right until I flnaUysanJtoe
Practice, practice and more the course, you've got to be dispractice'keynotes Saundera. Al- ciplined to something and do it when I was a freshman. We putt, Everyttnjt was all right,
went up to the University of that is, until everybody started
most everyday after classes one correctly," Saudners said.
Cincinnati where I knew a few laughing and I realized I put the
Jim
wants
to
get
his
degree
win be able to find him on
one of the local golf courses next year. He's a physical edu- of toe fellows that played on the ball into the wrong hole. Oh!
tf.C. team. Like I said it was did I feel terrible. Everybody
cation and recreation major and
around town.
. »
iy first match and I guess bad a good laugh at my expense
"There's Just no substitute hopes to landa Job that will
■
was a bit nervous," Saund- and I guess later I did too, but
for practice," Saunders saya. enable him to be close to a
sald. "Evan with it being at tha time..."
"If you want to be a good golf- golf course all he time.
er
,
an
exceptional
golfer,
you've
Jimmy Saundera chips onto the green at the Madison
Just got to practice all the time.
Country Club in a practice session at the first of the .season.
If you miss a day or two in a
Saunders, along with last year's Most Valuable Golfer,
row some part of your game
Paul Schultz, have led the golf team to an almost unseems to go out the window."
blemished dual meet record.
(Photo by Schley Co*)
* Because of the way Jim feels
about his game, it's easy to tell
he's quite critical of himself.
"The night before a match
On
Monday
tha
golfers
exBT BAT WAXKEB
I
always-try to speak positivtended
their
winning
streak
to
Staff Sports Reporter
ACIOM From Kroeen—Phone 623-4010
eleven in a row as they defeated ely to myself. I believe If I
think I can do a good Job I
Transylvania
College
by
2»
Coach Presnell's golfers, becan," Saunders said.
hind the shooting of Paul strokes and Hanover College by usually
"if
I
seem
to be having a bit
40.
This
is
the
longest
winning
chultz. brought its record to
of trouble with one facet of my
streak
ever
recorded
by
any
. -1 as they defeated KIAC champgame I'll think about it and try
ions Cumberland College by 40 Eastern golf team.
Freshman
Jim
Moore
shot
(strokes last Saturday. Schultz, a three-under-par 69 and ano- to get it straightened out in my
(who shot a three under par 60 ther freshmen Rick Rawllngas, mind before I get out to the
course-.
(led all golfers.
had a 70 over the tough Lex"If I don't think I played to
inton Country Club., Jim Half- the best of my ability in any
This is the fifth time this hill also shot a 70. Other one particular match I think I
I season that the powerful sen- Eastern scorers were Schnlts really put myself through the
lior has shot under par in com- 73. Saunders 7*, and Brown ringer. I think about what I've
done wrong and how to correct
(petition. The team was 4 strokes 77.
The golfers end the season it. Usually I won't go to anylander par, probably one of the
[best efforts ever recorded by with their conference meet at one for much help, but someEastern golfers. Other team Murfreesboro, Tennessee mis times I have to. It really bothI scores were: Jim Saunders, 70, Friday and Saturday. The ers me If I can't figure out a
I Jim Moore and Jack Barber 72, tournament Is 64 holes medal part of my game mat's giving me trouble," Saunders said
land Tim flrown 73.
Play.
in an Interview In his dorm
room.
Uncle Helps Saunders
Others have helped Jim
before he became the renowned
golfer he is today. His uncle,
Charlea Yarborough, who used
to be a touing professional,
"has helped me quite a bit. Also I
think Gene Bond, the
pro at the Madison County Country Club has helped a lot.
These two fellows certainly
know their golf and have taken
a lot of time to show ma the
right way to do things."
"I've got to say my dad has
helped too, but in a different
way. He plays golf, but really
he isn't that good. Bat ht*s
never let me quit He's always pushing me to strive harder and always to do better. It
seems he's never really satisfied with my performance and
always thinks I can do better.
His encouragement has shown
Conference Championship this Friday and
me a lot, and not only on the An Iron is used out of the fairway on No. 4
Saturday at Murfreesboro, Tenn.
golf course," Saunders said.
hole at the Madison Country Club by Jimmy
(t
Golf means more to Jim than
Saunders in a practice session. Saunders will
! (Photo by Schley Cox)
Just going out every day and be leading the golf team to the Onto Valley
practicing or playing a round of
Mike Powers, the Colonels' shortstop, takes a headlong dive
18 holes.
into homeplate during the third inning of Eastern's game
"I've met a lot of people
with Xavier. Powers was safe on the close play but tfte
from different areas of the
score was for naught as the Colonels lost to the visitors in
country playing golf. Whan we
the last inning,
(Photo by Schley Cox)
.*-. .™..t pountU
competed
in «..
the MHAM
nationalI meat
r\ j- Joe Naff (168 pound),
Ron House, graduate assis-m
tant wrestling coach and a forS»T M0ITH StCOND
WU M3-5441
mer Eastern football star, has
been invited to attend tha 1970
•alKSj'TlffTK^S
Ho^ewbreporttoth. World
United States World Wrestling
■
CALL OR 5£E 6IP PARKE Ot LESTER EVERSOLE
w
Team training camp.
"-» Jun* "•
m.
House, who guided the Col- class); Kavooae Namasi (128
onel wrestlers to a ft>6 record
this past season, will compete
as a non-challenging wrestler
In the 198-pound class.
■ Tha Dayton, Ohio, native captured the Kentucky Amateur
Athletic Union title earlier this
year and went on to win the
i
198-pound title in the Trl-State
matt, which includes Kentucky,
All Name Brand* -*■ Ui* Than Rag. Price
Indiana and Illinois.
He was sasdad eighth in the
Free Engraving on All purchases while you wait
national AAU meat and advanced through three matches
before falling to eventual champion Wayne Baughman of toe Air
Richmond's Leading Jeweler For 25 Yrs.
Force.
Per prom, graduBY AL CLARK
Staff Sporte Reporter
Golf today In the Ulted States la probably one of
i fastest growing recreational

sports ever known to the
merican people.
Unlike some of die other tag
sports' such as baseball, basketball and football, golf is
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Golfers Up Record To 11-1

JOHNSON OUTBOARD MOTORS

HOME COOKING

You Are Always Weltome at...

GOLDEN RULE CAFE

CHRYSLERS
IMPORT CARS
Simco -Alpine - Minx
Tiger Sunbeam Alpine Imp

Beautiful Form

Pete Rose" Special

House Invited To U.S. World Match
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'Home Cooked Food'

"How would
Judy and the
kids get by
without me?"

Sooner or later, most fathers asV

themselves this troubling question. Practically all of them find
th| best answer lies in life insurance. It's the one means by which
a man of even modest income can
give his.family bask financial protection Immediately.
If you've been concerned about
adequately protecting your family
-talk to your New York Life
Agent. Because of my broad training and experience as a full-time
life underwriter, you'll find I am
well qualified to advise and serve
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TIM ROYAL 49
A reel value! Personal size. Zenith
quality FM/AM portable
radio provide* superb AM reception plus "drift-free" FM reception.
FM/AM/FM-AFC switch. FM and AM antennas. Uses
4 penlite batteries. Earphone Jack.
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NEW YORK LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
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Butch Mitchell, another TrlState winner from Eastern, also

:
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Formal Rentals for
Every Occasion
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623-4911
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$1
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UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE USED BOOK"
BUYING POLICY
STUDENTS:
A* the semester end approaches — we would like to state our hosk buying
policy.

Used books fall Into several categories, each of which — because of the law of
supply and demand — has Its own price tag. Let us classify the books yon will have
for sale.
Class L Current copyright books on our campus — and which the teaching department Involved has approved for re-use next semester and on which our existing
stock Is Insdosjnstn win receive the highest price. For these books we offer 60% of the
current Ust price If In good physical condition.
Example: Last fall yon paid 16.00 for a new book. It is now worth SS.00 to us. If yon
bought the same book used at $4.50 and It Is still hi good condition you also get SS.00
Clam II. Several titles of current copyright books have been dropped hut are still
being need on other campuses. We feel the reason for professors changing texts are
for the betterment of instruction — and We Have No Part In The Decision. These
firms must buy books at a low enough figure to cover shipping charges, warehouse
costa, salesman's salaries, traveling expense and the possibility of a new edition being
pnhnshnd before he has tune to dispose of all copies on hand. About 20% of all our
books change each year.
Clam III. This class consists of old editions, out of print books, and damaged hooks.
Authors and publishers — as any other aggressive manufacturer of consumer goods
— strive to Improve their products and frequently bring out new editions. This dam
of hooks are of no value to us or to the Jobber. Therefore, we suggest you keep them
for year reference shelf.
We hope this Information will help you understand a few of the complexities of
the mod book business. We also hope you will sell us a lot of used books to resell So the
students that will be on campus next semester. We will offer you the highest price
consistent with respective abilities to resell the books.

BOOKSTORE
serving

